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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>alternating current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>atomic force microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>argon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-100</td>
<td>diamond (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdS</td>
<td>cadmium sulfide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>counter electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>carbon nanotubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>cyclic voltammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>chemical vapor deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>deionized water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>N,N-dimethylformamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>dimethyl sulfoxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>density of states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSSC</td>
<td>dye-sensitized solar cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>electrochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECSA</td>
<td>electrochemical active surface area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EG</td>
<td>ethylene glycol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGaIn</td>
<td>eutectic gallium-indium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>graphene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ga</td>
<td>gallium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>glassy carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHD</td>
<td>graphene transferred on hydrogenated diamond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMRD</td>
<td>hanging meniscus rotating disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPG</td>
<td>highly oriented pyrolytic graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPLC</td>
<td>high-performance liquid chromatography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDOS</td>
<td>local density of states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>methylene blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mel</td>
<td>1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMA</td>
<td>methyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>nuclear magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>nanoparticle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCDI</td>
<td>1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEMFC</td>
<td>proton exchange membrane fuel cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTCDI</td>
<td>3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic diimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTFE</td>
<td>polytetrafluoroethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>photovoltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>quantum dots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDE</td>
<td>rotating disk electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>reference electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHE</td>
<td>reversible hydrogen electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>self-assembled monolayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHE</td>
<td>standard hydrogen electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>single molecule absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>scanning tunneling microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>scanning tunneling spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDI</td>
<td>terrylene diimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>total internal reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHV</td>
<td>ultrahigh vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPD</td>
<td>underpotential deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdW</td>
<td>van der Waals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE</td>
<td>working electrode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

Supported nanostructures on novel support materials attract great attention in the development of tunable conversion and storage systems for renewable energy vectors. Their great potential is related to a high material efficiency and properties that can be tuned by size, shape and interaction with support and solvents. However, advanced preparation methods are required to overcome limitations regarding the ordering of the active layer as well as its stability.

In this thesis, several approaches are explored to generate stable functional nanostructures at the solid-liquid interface: i) Bottom-up self-assembly of hydrogen-bonded, porous mono- and bilayer networks for cluster and nanoparticle trapping; ii) Implementation of all-carbon, transparent films that support ordered, photoabsorbing organic monolayer networks with photovoltaic response; iii) Immobilization of Pt clusters on engineered, transparent Au films for indirect plasmonic activation; iv) Immobilization of wet-chemically synthesized Pt nanoparticles on self-assembled thiol monolayers on Au for electrocatalysis with tunable decoupling from the substrate.

All these nanostructures were studied in a twofold way - on the atomic scale by scanning tunneling microscopy techniques, as well as on the macroscopic scale by investigating the photovoltaic, photocatalytic or electrocatalytic activity. In this way, a sustainable platform for fundamental studies of supported nanostructures at the solid-liquid interface could be established that links mechanistic insight to performance.
Zusammenfassung

Nanostrukturierte Materialien, geträgert auf neuartigen Substraten, sind interessant für die Entwicklung von Speicher- und Energieumwandlungssystemen für erneuerbare Energietechnologie. Ihr großes Potential ist der hohen Effizienz der Materialien, sowie deren Eigenschaften geschuldet, welche durch Größe, Struktur und Wechselwirkung mit Trägermaterialien und Lösungsmitteln optimiert werden können. Allerdings erfordern diese Materialien neuartige Herstellungsmethoden, um die Limitierung, welche durch die Ordnung von aktiven Schichten und deren Stabilität entsteht, zu überwinden.


Alle nanostrukturierten Systeme wurden auf der atomaren Skala mit Hilfe von Rastertunnelmikroskopie sowie auf makroskopischer Skala charakterisiert, wobei die photovoltaische, photokatalytische oder elektrokatalytische Aktivität untersucht wurde. So wurde ein Modellsystem für Grundlagenstudien an der fest-flüssig Grenzfläche von geträgerten Nanomaterialien geschaffen, mit dessen Hilfe mechanistische Informationen mit katalytischer Aktivität korreliert werden können.
1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The continued rise of world’s energy consumption causes one of the biggest challenges in nowadays society, namely to replace fossil fuel with renewable energy sources [1]. The supply of clean and sustainable energy without creating any additional CO$_2$ is of major importance concerning the world energy consumption and to prevent increasing greenhouse gases [2]. To achieve a change in today’s power generation, new methods are required which include the development of new materials to increase energy conversion and the overall efficiency. Renewable energy sources show an uptrend reaching a record of 3% of global energy consumption, especially the generation of energy by solar power grew notably by 38% [3]. This positive trend of using renewable energy resources will continue during the next decades [4]. Particularly with a view of the world’s total energy consumption, this tendency in generating electricity out of renewable energy resources is indispensable since it will increase by approximately 41% until 2030 [3]. Therefore, the need arises to address today’s energy problems in order to compensate the world’s increasing energy demand.

Today, one of the most important renewable energy source is solar power. The sun is an excellent energy distributor which can be used world-wide due to a uniform distribution of photons all over the Earth [5]. The sunlight can be converted into different forms of energy: electricity and chemical fuels.

**Photovoltaics** (PVs) are widely employed to convert solar energy into electricity. Photons excite electrons across a bandgap of a semiconductor and thereby create electron-hole pairs (excitons) which are split at a p-n interface where the single electrons and holes travel in opposite directions to their respective electrode. These charge carriers are collected at the electrode, electricity is generated. Nowadays, the best commercially available PVs are based on silicon single-crystals with a conversion efficiency of about 18% [5]. However, one could achieve much better efficiencies. On the laboratory scale, PVs generate efficiencies up to 45% [6]. Unfortunately, the up-scaling for routine use at large scales is nearly impossible due to the tremendous costs of the material.

Alternatively, chemical fuels can be generated in **photocatalysis**. In 2015, a breakthrough in photocatalysis was achieved for the direct solar-to-hydrogen conversion by photooxidation of water [7, 8, 9] yielding a new record conversion efficiency of 14% [10]. Notably, this new record conversion efficiency was only 1.7% higher than the last record which was achieved 17 years ago [11].
This slow increase in efficiency as well as the tremendous costs of material reflects the challenge in improving and developing new stable materials for solar energy conversion systems. To further increase the efficiency (in PVs as well as in photocatalysis), the improvement will be enabled by the growing ability to understand and control the fundamental nanoscale processes [5]. These processes at the atomic level are responsible for an effective conversion of photons into electricity or chemical fuels. Hence, different research fields have been dedicated to develop new stable materials [9, 12, 13] and understand the basic principles which prevail in these energy conversion systems.

One promising approach to understand the fundamental details at the interface is based on a bottom-up strategy. Bottom-up strategies use techniques e.g. molecular synthesis or colloid chemistry to make structures with nanometer dimension [14]. These nanostructures represent an excellent platform and are simple model systems to study the underlying processes at an atomic level. By using these nanostructures, the dimensions of the systems can be reduced allowing for a detailed characterization, e.g. nanostructure-support interactions at the interface. These structures exhibit tunable properties and include materials as: dyes, clusters, nanoparticles, metal complexes as well as layers of organosulfur compounds. By changing their structure, their absorption properties are changed [9]. Further, engineering novel materials bear the potential of stable materials with an increased efficiency and low costs. Nowadays, these structures are already employed as absorber materials [7, 9, 15], (photo)electrocatalysts [16, 17, 18] or for tailoring surface properties [19, 20].

However, their achieved conversion efficiencies of photons into electrons or hydrogen in these systems are far below their theoretical limits. One of the main problems causing the low conversion efficiency is related to the stability and the ordering of the nanostructures on the respective surface. Whereas the overall (catalytic) efficiency is mainly influenced by the stability of the nanostructures, the charge carrier mobilities are related to their ordering at the interface.

In the following, three approaches are presented to overcome the limitations regarding the stability and ordering of the nanostructures in PVs and (photo)electrocatalysis. Possible strategies are shown in order to improve the stability of the nanostructures as well as develop novel platforms for studying the interface processes:

1. PVs can be employed to generate electricity by the conversion of photons into electrons. According to literature [7, 8, 9], the low photon-to-electron efficiency is attributed to a low ordering of the active molecules at the interface. In these studies, the active molecules are assembled onto the surface using a blending technique. However, this technique has several
disadvantages: the molecules crystallize out of solution and form multilayers at the surface [7]. In order to address this problem, a bottom-up strategy bears the potential to control the deposition process of nanostructures at the solid-liquid interface. Especially the process of self-assembly allows to form ordered patterns at the solid-liquid interface out of the building blocks in solution [21]. In this process, a stable monolayer is formed at the support-solvent interface [21, 22, 23]. For the self-assembly process, different kinds of support materials can be employed including carbon, gold or silver supports enabling one to change (and tune) the nanostructure-support interactions [24, 25, 26]. In this thesis, the self-assembly process of dye molecules in a supramolecular bicomponent network configuration is studied on all carbon-supports, including highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), graphene supported on Cu and graphene supported on hydrogenated diamond (GHD). GHD is developed as novel platform for PVs to study the photon-to-electron conversion of supported network monolayers. On this support, the active network molecules can be excited via a back illumination geometry.

2. The second approach deals with the generation of chemical fuels in electrocatalytic systems. In these systems, platinum nanoparticles are widely employed due to their ease in preparation using a wet-chemical approach [27, 28]. According to literature, only small amounts of platinum are required to catalyze the important hydrogen oxidation and evolution reaction (HOR/HER) in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) [29, 30]. However, during operation a decrease in efficiency is observed which can be related to a change in morphology of the particles [31, 32, 33, 34]. Hence, there is a great interest in studying the underlying processes which are responsible for the morphology change of the supported particles. In general, the particles are supported on a carbon substrate. However, carbon is not stable up to high potentials; carbon corrosion occurs. As a replacement of carbon, gold single crystals can be used. Gold is an excellent platform since it is inactive over a wide potential range [35]. Further, these gold supports bear the potential of a tunable platform due to the possibility of surface modifications. One prominent candidate for these modifications is based on thiolate self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) in which thiols or thiocyanate molecules can be assembled on a gold substrate [20, 36]. These SAMs can be used as spacer molecules and thus, decouple the properties of the particles and the support. Another advantage of using SAMs is that they reduce capacitive currents [37] in the system which enables a more detailed investigation at the interface. In this thesis, the stability of small platinum nanoparticles on a bare gold surface as well as on a
self-assembled monolayer in electrochemical experiments is investigated.

3. The last approach focuses on photocatalytic systems based on small platinum clusters which are supported on a transparent thin gold film. Platinum is one of the most important materials in catalytic applications [28, 29, 30]. Concerning especially photocatalysis, small platinum clusters have an absorption which is not located in the visible range of the spectrum. However, it would be advantageous if one could shift the absorption peak into the visible range which enables their use in today’s photocatalytic applications. One approach of exciting these metal clusters is based on plasmonic photocatalysis. Here, a plasmonically active support is employed which can be excited with visible light under total internal reflection (TIR) at the interface. In this thesis, a plasmonic excitation of a gold support is transferred into a localized surface plasmon resonance of small platinum clusters. The enhanced indirect activity of the supported clusters can be used for photocatalytic reactions e.g. oxidative decomposition of dyes under ambient conditions.

1.2 Scope of the work

The main questions which are addressed in this work are related to the formation of stable and extended stable structures at interfaces. It is of special interest to tailor the properties of the supported nanostructures allowing for a systematic and detailed characterization of the nanostructure - support interactions. Especially, two phenomena of supported nanostructures are in the main scope of this thesis - the interaction of light and the stability in electrocatalysis.

In order to gain insights into these phenomena, and thereby to their linked mechanistic details at the solid-liquid interface, three nanostructured systems are employed for energy conversion at surfaces:

A) self-assembly process of dye molecules in PVs and their photon-to-electron conversion,

B) SAM formation on gold and their use as support for nanoparticles in electrocatalysis, and

C) indirect plasmonic activation of clusters in photocatalysis.

For studying the supported nanostructures, local and integral techniques are used. A setup of an Electro-Chemical Scanning Tunneling Microscope (ECSTM) is built which allows for surface sensitive experiments. In addition, electrochemical methods, cyclic voltammetry (CV) and rotating disk electrode (RDE) techniques are used to study the catalytic behavior of the nanostructures in aqueous electrolytes. Single molecule absorption detected by STM (SMA-STM) is used to
study the plasmonic coupling of surface plasmons into the nanostructure. An overview of the nanostructures and systems used in this thesis is shown in Fig. 1.

![Image: F. F. Schweinberger.](image)

Figure 1: Overview of the used systems in this work. A) supramolecular network formation on different carbon supports, B) self-assembled monolayer formation on gold and its use as support for platinum nanoparticles and C) transparent thin gold films as support for platinum clusters.

In the first system (Fig. 1A), a supramolecular network formation on different carbon supports is studied. The results are summarized in two publications: ‘Three-dimensional bicomponent supramolecular nanoporous self-assembly on a hybrid all-carbon atomically flat and transparent platform’ and ‘Photoresponse of supramolecular self-assembled networks on graphene-diamond interfaces’ in section 4. A bottom-up approach is used to precisely organize the building blocks on a carbon support allowing for detailed investigations at the interface. It is of special interest to study the ordering of the molecules forming a supramolecular bicomponent network at the solid-liquid interface and to extract crucial parameters as network growth rate both in plane and perpendicular to the surface. In order to characterize the photoresponse (photon-to-electron conversion) of the supramolecular monolayer, a method is implemented which allows for a macroscopic characterization of the network under monochromatic illumination.

In the second system (Fig. 1B), a gold surface is employed to study the formation of a SAM. This SAM support is used in a subsequent step as support for platinum nanoparticles. The results are presented in the manuscript ‘Mechanistic details on the flattening mechanisms of supported platinum nanoparticles on gold and thiol-terminated self-assembled monolayers’ (Appendix B). The self-assembly process is used to form an ordered and densely packed thiol film on the gold surface. It is of interest to investigate the SAM stability under various preparation conditions. These SAMs are used in a next step as support for Pt nanoparticles in electrochemical experiments. New insights into the mechanistic details on the stability in electrochemical experiments are observed and validated by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
In the third system (Fig. 1C), a transparent ultrathin gold surface is used as support for platinum clusters. The results are summarized in the manuscript ‘Plasmonic activation of 1 nm platinum clusters for photocatalysis’ (Appendix B). Here, a special focus is placed on the indirect coupling behavior of gold surface plasmons into small metal clusters. In order to get informations of the activity, a photocatalytic decomposition reaction of dye molecules is performed.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This cumulative doctoral thesis is based on scientific papers resulting from my work as a doctoral candidate at the Chair of Physical Chemistry. A graphical overview of the chapters is presented in the roadmap at the end of this chapter in Fig. 2.

After a general introduction of supported nanostructures, the preparation techniques of supramolecular chemistry, the formation of self-assembled monolayers as well as supported nanoparticles are described in the first part of the Methods and Background section. In the following subsections, the principles and basic knowledge on STM are presented. Here, two variants of the STM, namely ECSTM and SMA-STM are introduced. The last part of this section focuses on electrochemical methods, CV and RDE experiments. Here, electrochemical equations as well as their explanations are summarized.

The Experimental section gives an overview of the employed ECSTM setup which was build at the beginning of this PhD work. A special focus is placed on the setup modifications as well as on the preparation steps which have to be performed prior to start experiments. In addition, the photoresponse measurements, the setup of the optically-assisted STM and the electrochemical setups are described.

In the Results section, the assembly process on all-carbon based substrates towards photovoltaics is presented. This section is based on two publications with a special focus on the stability and formation of a supramolecular bicomponent network at the solid-liquid interface. In addition, the optical properties including photoresponse experiments are presented. This work was performed in a collaboration with the group of Prof. J. Barth, E20 at the Physics Department of TUM.

Finally, an overall conclusion and outlook is given in the Conclusion and Outlook concerning my whole work at the chair of Physical Chemistry at TUM.

The Appendix is divided into two parts, Appendix A and Appendix B. In part A, additional
STM parameters (RHK and STS parameters and piezo calibration values) are listed. In part B, two manuscripts are presented. The first manuscript is based on the flattening mechanism of supported platinum nanoparticles on a bare gold as well as on a SAM modified gold support.

The second manuscript summarizes the results of optically excited platinum clusters on a thin gold film. This work was performed in a collaboration with the group of Prof. M. Gruebele, Department of Chemistry and Beckman Institute at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA.

Figure 2: Roadmap of the thesis. The respective sections are listed on the left. The topic is shown in the right column.
2 Methods and Background

2.1 Surface Preparation Techniques

2.1.1 Supramolecular Networks

Supramolecular chemistry refers to the term of molecular assemblies based on noncovalent bonds which can be grown at interfaces [21, 22, 23] towards robust, modular and predictable two-dimensional (2D) optoelectronic materials. In supramolecular chemistry, the network formation is based on intermolecular interactions which include electrostatic, intermolecular and van der Waals forces (vdW) or hydrogen bondings. Here, hydrogen bonded networks are prominent candidates to form well-ordered long-range architectures.

Hydrogen bonds exhibit an ideal interaction to grow architectures from the bottom-up since they are highly selective and directional [38]. These hydrogen bonded networks are formed by a donor and an acceptor molecule. The donor must provide an acidic hydrogen atom that can interact with the nonbonding electron lone pair of the acceptor molecule. These hydrogen bonded networks can be formed via a single, double or triple H-bonding interaction. Networks formed of single H-bonds exhibit more closely packed domains than double or triple H-bonded networks. Further, these single H-bonded architectures show a less stable behavior in air compared to higher H-bonded networks [24, 39]. However, for self-assembling bicomponent networks, a triple H-bonding interaction is required. In the following, a closer look into bicomponent networks is taken:

For self-assembling bicomponent networks, a cornerstone often based on 1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine (melamine), is employed due its planar and highly symmetrical triangle shape [40]. The recognition of the moieties is based on a complementary triple hydrogen bond formation between melamine and the termination of the linker molecule e.g. diimide [41], carboxylic [39] or carbonitrile groups [42]. A major advantage of this molecular self-assembly based on triple H-bonds is that the layer can have a variety of structures and potential functionalities on many length scales, depending on the choice of building blocks [43, 44, 45, 46]. However, whereas the formation under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions is straightforward [47], the formation at the liquid-solid interface is more challenging due to phase segregation and polymorphism [25]. Especially the ordering of the molecules at the interface is of major importance since it determines the electronic properties of the layer. Hence, the major challenge which has to overcome prior using a bicomponent network as optoelectronic material in e.g. light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
or photovoltaics (PV), is to get a detailed molecular-level understanding of the ordering process at the interface which also enables a layer-by-layer growth. A great effort has been made of growing such bicomponent supramolecular structures at equilibrium conditions at carbon and gold interfaces. In the following, the progress as well as the challenges of supramolecular bicomponent H-bonded supramolecular networks based on triple H-bonds are addressed.

The first explored bicomponent network at the solid-liquid interface was studied by Madueno et al. [24] using melamine and perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI) in dimethylformamide (DMF) on a gold surface. A long-range ordered network exhibiting a honeycomb structure was imaged by STM and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). However, the network structure was not stable and hence, not reproducible in air. Further developments in the self-assembly process allowed to successfully produce a stable network using melamine and 1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triol (cyanuric acid) on HOPG [40] under thermodynamic control. Here, for the first time stacked monolayers forming 3D architectures were observed by employing a higher concentration of melamine and cyanuric acid. This potential of stackability of monolayers had a groundbreaking impact for today’s 3D architectures in photovoltaic systems [40]. However, one could not obtain the control of these 3D architectures and hence, they were randomly oriented on the surface. Further investigations in this system revealed that phase segregation and polymorphism [25] hindered an ordered network growth in the third dimension.

In order to address these problems concerning the ordering and layer-by-layer growth of a network, one approach is presented in the results section 4.1: ‘Three-dimensional bicomponent supramolecular nanoporous self-assembly on a hybrid all-carbon atomically flat and transparent platform’. Here, the supramolecular network formation of melamine and 1,4,5,8-naphthalene-tetracarboxylic diimide (NTCDI) on HOPG in trichlorobenzene (TCB) is studied (also compare Fig. 3 for an overview of the network structure of melamine and NTCDI). It is of special interest, to study the ordering of the network on the surface depending on the solvent polarity as well as on the molecular concentration of the mixture (ratio melamine:NTCDI). By studying this concentration dependency, new insights into the phase segregation of the molecules on the surface could be gained. In addition, nowadays, supramolecular structures can be grown on different kinds of materials (HOPG, Au and Ag) and even more important, on electronically relevant transparent substrates e.g. supported graphene sheets [26]. Hence, the network formation of melamine and NTCDI is also studied on supported graphene on hydrogenated diamond (GHD) in order to study the ordering on a more technologically relevant support. This support enables the use in photovoltaic experiments due to the transparency which allows for a backside
illuminations geometry.

![Figure 3: Supramolecular bicomponent network formation of melamine and NTCDI on HOPG. Scale bars: left top 3 nm, right top 15 nm, left bottom 30 nm. Right bottom: molecular model, blue: melamine, grey: NTCDI.](image)

Besides investigating novel platforms for the self-assembly and the network formation process itself, engineering novel absorber materials bear the potential to increase and improve the efficiency for e.g. PVs [9]. Extended $\pi$-conjugated systems can be tuned in their absorption properties by changing the scaffold structure and thus, causing a red- or blue-shift in the absorption peak maximum. Here, rylene[s, poly($peri$-naphthalene)]s, are prime candidates in the field of dye chemistry [9]. Their basic structure consists of a NTCDI core which can be extended by additional benzene rings and substituted in the $peri$ and/or $bay$ position (Fig. 4). The simplest rylene dye is perylenediimide (PDI). Rylene[s exhibit an outstanding performance regarding photo-, thermal- and chemical stability as well as high extinction coefficients [49].

Rylene[s have been employed in photonic applications such as solar energy converter, lasers or organic PV [9]. Here, first experiments (in 1996) achieved power conversion efficiencies up to 1% [8] using a perylene dye in combination with phthalocyanines in a two-layer organic PV
configuration. In 2013, so far, the best known power conversion efficiency of 3% was reported for a bulk heterojunction using PDI as an acceptor [7]. This poor power conversion efficiency was attributed to the tendency of PDIs to crystallize in solution resulting in a non-ordered formation on the surface.


In order to further improve the stability of the active materials as well as increase the power conversion efficiency in PVs, one approach is presented in section 4.2: "Photoresponse of supramolecular self-assembled networks on graphene-diamond interfaces". A rylene derivate, namely terylene diimide (TDI) is employed as active material in a bicomponent network configuration with melamine. The network stability is studied on all-carbon supports - HOPG, graphene supported on copper and GHD. This novel platform of using GDH allows one to measure photon-to-electron conversion efficiencies in a back illumination geometry. For measuring the photoresponse of the formed monolayer, a technique is implemented by using a top electrode which can softly contact the monolayer. By employing this top electrode, made of gallium or eutectic gallium-indium (EGaIn), the photoresponse of the monolayer under constant light illumination can be measured.
The advantage of using EGaIn (over pure Ga) is that EGaIn has a lower melting point which allows to form the top electrode droplet. EGaIn shows a metallic behavior and if exposed to air, a roughly 1 nm thick oxide layer ($\text{Ga}_2\text{O}_3$) is formed [50]. This layer can be described as flexible but incompressible layer consisting of locally buckled and inclosing small lumps of gallium oxide [51, 52]. The nature of this 'liquid' top electrode allows to contact the monolayer. The photogenerated carriers can be collected with the top electrode and the photon-to-electron conversion efficiency can be estimated.

2.1.2 Self-Assembled Monolayers

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are formed through the spontaneous formation of molecular arrangements at the interface. In comparison to the self-assembly process of network structures, as described in section 2.1.1., where extended architectures can be grown horizontally on a surface by rather exhibiting weak interactions with the support, the formation of SAMs includes linking the molecules to the surface by a strong bond [20].

SAMs have shown their potential in various nanotechnology applications, e.g. sensors [53], molecular motors [54] or in biological systems [55]. Besides their use as 'active' element, they are widely employed as passivating material, including in gold nanoparticle (NP) synthesis [56], lithography [57] or molecular electronics (due to metallization of the surface [58]). Further, for supported systems (e.g. nanoparticles on SAMs), SAMs act as a spacer layer and thus, the properties from the particles and the substrate can be decoupled. This is of major interest in electrochemistry because the SAM layer can reduce double-layer charging currents [37]. By employing a SAM, even small features of the supported metal particles can be seen in electrochemical measurements due to a reduced capacitive current (- the general trend is a decrease of the capacitive current as the chain length is increased [37]).

The most studied SAMs are made of thiols or dithiols on Au which have been discovered in 1983 by Nuzzo et al. [59]. Their recognition is based on the strong sulfur-gold bond (S-Au bond 50 kcal mol$^{-1}$ [20]) which make them easy to use in preparation processes while exhibiting high stability. The building block molecule, can be divided in three parts: a headgroup (linking group), backbone (main chain) and a specific terminal group (end group).

While the headgroup forms a strong bond with the surface, vdW interactions between the chains allow for a densely packing of the monolayer. The end group defines the chemical properties of the phase boundary of the SAM modified support [20, 36]. These terminal end groups allow
to modify the physical and chemical properties of the phase boundary. Thus, the SAM layer properties can be tuned from e.g. hydrophobic to hydrophilic by introducing -CH$_3$ or -COOH end groups, respectively [20]. This modification is especially important for studying supported biomolecules or nanoparticles on top of the SAM, since the adhesion and interaction can be controlled [60, 61].

A wide range of main chains can be employed including aliphatic or aromatic species, however nowadays, the most important and studied SAMs are alkanethiols (CH$_3$CH$_{n-1}$SH) [62]. These alkanethiol SAMs are easy to prepare from the gas phase or solution and show a high air stability [20]. Further, alkanethiols show a high degree of ordering which can be attributed to weak vDW forces between the alkane chains [61].

Prominent candidates for forming SAMs are thiols on a gold surface due to their rather simple preparation from organic solvents with different terminal groups [63]. For the preparation of thiolate SAMs, two different headgroups can be used, thiols (SH) or thiocyanates (SCN). The main difference between those functional groups involves the mechanistic details of the assembly process. For thiols, the proposed process consists of two reaction steps where the thiol is first physisorbed on the surface followed by a chemisorption in which the hydrogen mercaptan is transferred into a thiolate bond [20]:

$$\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{SH} + \text{Au} \rightarrow (\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{SH})_{\text{phys}}\text{Au}$$

(1)

$$((\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{SH})_{\text{phys}}\text{Au}) \rightarrow \text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{S} - \text{Au} + 1/2\text{H}_2$$

(2)

For the thiocyanate, additional steps must occur including the etching of Au and complexation which is indicated in eq. 4 and 5 [64]:

$$\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{SCN} + \text{Au} \rightarrow (\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{SCN})_{\text{phys}}\text{Au}$$

(3)

$$((\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{SCN})_{\text{phys}}\text{Au}) \rightarrow \text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_n\text{S}^+ - \text{Au} + (\text{CN})^-_{\text{ads}}$$

(4)

$$\text{Au} + 2(\text{CN})^-_{\text{ads}} \rightarrow [\text{Au}(\text{CN})_2]^− + e^-$$

(5)

Major advantages of using SCN instead of SH are that SCN is more stable with regard to oxidation and does not polymerize in solution [65]. However, one disadvantage is, that SCN molecules must be purified using e.g. high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) to remove impurities (thiols or dithiols) prior to use [66]. The quality of the obtained SAMs by using the
two different head groups (SH and SCN) are structurally identical and of the same structural quality [66]. However, the level of impurities in the thiocyanate solution seems to influence the density of Au vacancy islands in the SAM. It was shown by Shen et al. [66] that these impurities inhibit the dissociative desorption of \([\text{Au(CN)}_2^-]\) (in comparison to thiols which can easily displace contaminants [67]). The purification of the thiocyanates molecules is mandatory in order to achieve the same quality as for the thiol molecules and thus, makes the use of SCN in the self-assembly process more challenging.

Figure 5: STM images of N-dodecyl thiocyanate on Au(111) (15 mM ethanol, 60 °C, 12h). a) \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30\) structure, b) c(4x2) superlattice structure with the packing structures of a) and b) shown in c) and d) respectively, \(I_t = 15\) pA, \(U_t = 0.8\) V, scale bars 2 nm.

Self-assembly of thiols or thiocyanates on gold is easy to perform in liquid environments. For the SAM formation, in general, submicromolar concentrations are prepared in organic solvents with absorption times on the substrate ranging from 2 - 24 h (depending on the chain length - longer chains need longer absorption times) [20]. The formation yields long-range ordered patterns with different packing domains, \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30\) and \(c(4x2)\) (the different packing domains are shown in Fig. 5 using dodecyl thiocyanate). The first one exhibits a hexagonal symmetry with a nearest neighbor distance of 0.5 nm and a surface coverage of \(\theta = \frac{1}{3}\). The latter one exhibits an orthorhombic symmetry and can be described as the superlattice of the \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30\) structure.
Both symmetries can be observed during the absorption process of SCN and SH molecules. However, the origin and the amount of \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30\) to \(c(4\times2)\) domains is yet controversial [62].

Regarding these long-range ordered patterns, different characteristic features (also referred to as molecular defects) can be linked to the thiol absorption process. Typical defects which occur during the self-assembly process include e.g. missing rows of molecules, Au vacancy islands, pinholes or domain boundaries [20]. In these regions, the molecules have a certain degree of disorder.

The molecular defects can be influenced by the preparation conditions during the self-assembly formation. An example is shown in Fig. 6. Here, the self-assembly process is studied for an alkane chain with a SCN head group under different preparation conditions.

Figure 6: Representative STM images (100x100) nm of N-dodecyl thiocyanate (purified) under different preparation conditions. a) 15 mM, ethanol, RT, 12h, b) 15 mM ethanol, 60 °C, 12h, c) 15 mM ethanol, 60 °C, 72h, d) 5 mM ethanol, 60 °C, 12h, e) 15 mM ethanol, 75 °C, 60h, f) 5 mM ethanol, 60 °C, 72h, g) 1 mM ethanol, 60 °C, 12h, h) 15 mM isopropanol, 60 °C, 12h, i) 5 mM DMSO, 60 °C, 12h, \(I_t = 15\) pA, \(U_t = 0.8\) V.
Under elevated temperatures (Fig. 6a), an extended structure can be grown which exhibits large Au vacancy islands. However, under these preparation conditions, no distinct symmetry could be resolved. By increasing the absorption temperature for the self-assembly process (Fig. 6b), Au vacancy islands decrease in size and the \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30\) as well as the \(c(4x2)\) lattice structure becomes visible. By increasing the absorption time (Fig. 6c), the Au vacancy islands size increases while maintaining the different packing domains. For obtaining small Au vacancy islands, the concentration must be decreased (Fig. 6g) or the solvent polarity must be changed to a slightly non-polar solvent (Fig. 6h).

According to Fig. 6 it can be seen, that the self-assembly process strongly depends on the preparation conditions. These conditions determine the SAM quality. For experiments including SAMs, one must decide which features (small or bigger Au vacancy islands; high level of ordering and symmetry) are essential for the experiments.

### 2.1.3 Supported Particles

The preparation of stable particles on various support materials is mandatory for electrochemical applications e.g. water splitting or hydrogen combustion. The most studied NP material is platinum due to its high catalytic activity in catalyzing the important hydrogen oxidation and evolution reaction (HOR/HER) [29, 30]. Since only small amounts of platinum are required to catalyze this HOR/HER, there is a great interest of studying submonolayer particle coverages [29, 30]. However, during operation in e.g. a hydrogen fuel cell, a loss of electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) is observed which could be attributed to a change in the morphology of the supported particles. Thus, several attempts have been made in the past to study the prevalent mechanisms occurring at the particle-support interface regarding the detachment of particles (depending on the particle size) [31, 32], particle dissolution [33, 34] and the influence of the support material [35, 68]. Fig. 7 summarizes the observed degradation mechanisms of platinum NPs supported on a carbon disk [18]. It can be seen, that different degradation mechanisms can occur at the interface which can be related to the loss in ECSA (as observed in electrochemical measurements). In the following, the different degradation mechanisms will be explained in more detail.

One of the processes which can occur on a carbon support is **platinum dissolution**. This process seems to be the dominant process especially for small particles (approx. 1.9 nm particle diameter) on carbon black [69]. Since with decreasing size of the particles the surface energy increases, the particles dissolve at already lower potentials as in the bulk [70]. If single particles
are redeposited out of the electrolyte on top of particles at the carbon support, these particles can grow to larger ones. This process is associated with 3D Ostwald ripening. Another process which could explain the growth of particles is based on agglomeration. Due to weak particle-support interactions, the particles can migrate on the carbon support. This weak support interaction can further be lowered by a local corrosion of the carbon support which enables particle movement. This corrosion is also strongly believed to be the reason for particle detachment. The corrosion of the carbon support occurs especially under the harsh operation conditions in fuel cells: high water content, low pH, high temperatures and high potentials [71].

![Different degradation mechanisms for supported platinum nanoparticles on a carbon support.](image)

Figure 7: Different degradation mechanisms for supported platinum nanoparticles on a carbon support. Reprinted with permission from J. C. Meier, C. Galeano, I. Katsounaros, J. Witte, H. J. Bongard, A. A. Topalov, C. Baldizzone, S. Mezzavilla, F. Schüth, K. J. J. Mayrhofer, Beilstein J. Nanotechnol. 2014, 5, 44-67, Copyright © 2014 Meier et al.; Beilstein-Institut.

It can be seen, that carbon is not the ideal support since it can induce particle detachment and agglomeration. In addition, carbon can oxidize at high potentials (>1.0 V vs. RHE) and form surface oxides. Here, gold supports have attracted attention in the field of electrocatalysis. Gold single crystals exhibit a well-defined and extended surface structure which is highly reproducible. Au single crystals are an accurate reference system [35] due to their inertness and inactivity in the range of operation (0.05 V - 1.0 V vs. RHE). In addition, gold surfaces bear the potential of surface modification using SAMs.
SAMs (as described in the previous section 2.1.2) are prime candidates to decouple the properties of the particle and the support and hence, provide a route to study the metal-SAM-junction. They can improve the resolution in electrochemical measurements because they can act as spacer or blocking layer and thus, reduce the capacitance of the system. However, most of the NP materials (Au [72], Cu, Ag, Pt [58]) are not stable on top of SAMs (the SAMs are functionalized with a -CH$_3$ end group). They either degrade or penetrate through the SAM by forming 2D patches at the Au-SAM interface [73, 74]. Several attempts have been made in order to stabilize NPs on the support including, ligand-protected NPs, crosslinking of the end groups [61] as well as decrease the absorption temperature [75].

In this thesis, the stability of platinum NPs is investigated on a bare as well as on a alkanethiol covered Au surface. A manuscript is presented in Appendix B with the title: 'Mechanistic details on the flattening mechanisms of supported platinum nanoparticles on gold and thiol-terminated self-assembled monolayers'. Here it is observed, that the particles undergo a flattening process on both surfaces - on the bare gold as well as on the self-assembled monolayer covered gold surface. It was of special interest to study the mechanistic details which are responsible for the morphology change of the nanoparticle shape at the interface. The obtained electrochemical experiments are related to STM results which reveal the formation of a platinum monolayer on gold which is also measured in an enhanced HER/HOR activity. If a self-assembled monolayer is employed, it was found that the particles penetrate through the SAM and form a monolayer which is sandwiched between the thiol molecules and the gold support. Different degradation rates could be estimated based on CV, STM as well as on kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
2.2 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

2.2.1 Background on Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

STM is a surface sensitive technique which allows imaging of surfaces down to the atomic level. It was first developed by Binnig and Rohrer at IBM Zürich in 1982 [76, 77, 78]. In 1986, they received the Nobel Prize in Physics for their outstanding invention. A schematic overview of a STM setup with the basic working principle is shown in Fig. 8.

In general, a sharp metal tip usually made of W or Pt/Ir [79, 80, 81] is brought in close proximity to a conducting surface and a voltage is applied between the tip and the sample. The electrons can only pass the vacuum/air barrier by tunneling either from the tip to the sample or vice versa depending on the sign of the applied bias voltage. If the tip is moved in the normal direction of the sample plane, the change in the tunneling probability can be mapped corresponding to the density of states (DOS) of the sample or the tip. A height dependency originates from the electron density probability which decays exponentially with increasing distance caused by a weakened overlap of the sample and tip orbitals. The tip is moved line-by-line over the surface with a scanner piezo based on the piezoelectric effect. Here, a voltage is applied to segments of the piezo which causes an electric polarization and hence, either a deflection in the z- or xy-direction.

The STM can be operated either in constant current or constant height mode. In constant current mode, the tip-sample distance is regulated by a feedback circuit to a given setpoint. By scanning the surface line-by-line and recording the z-position of the tip, a topography image can
be generated. In constant height mode, the tip is held at a certain distance and the change in the tunneling current is recorded. The latter mode is only used, if the surface is very flat preventing the tip from crashing due to non-uniformities of the surface.

STM measurements are based on quantum tunneling enabling electrons to pass an energy barrier with a finite height between tip and surface. In classical physics, an electron can not overcome a barrier if its energy is lower than the potential within the barrier. However, from a quantum mechanics point of view, there is a certain probability that electrons can overcome this barrier. The electrons can hereby be described by a wave function \( \psi(r) \). The Schrödinger equation can be solved by the wave function yielding:

\[
\psi(z) \propto e^{\pm \kappa z} \tag{6}
\]

with \( \kappa = \sqrt{\frac{2m_e E}{\hbar}} \). An electron entering a barrier with a finite height and width will have an oscillating wave function which decays exponentially within the barrier which is approximately proportional to \( |\psi(z)|^2 \):

\[
|\psi(z)|^2 = |\psi(0)|^2 e^{-\kappa z} \tag{7}
\]

with \( \kappa = \sqrt{\frac{2m_e \Phi}{\hbar}} \). Hence, there is a certain probability that the electron can be found behind the barrier. This probability is proportional to the absolute square of the wave function behind the barrier \( |\psi(d)|^2 \). A transmission coefficient can be expressed as:

\[
T = \frac{|\psi(d)|^2}{|\psi(0)|^2} \approx e^{-2\kappa d} \tag{8}
\]

This transmission coefficient is proportional to the tunneling current in STM experiments. In a STM tunneling junction, the barrier height is in the order of the work function of the metal \( \Phi \) and the barrier width reflects the tip-sample distance \( d \). The tunneling current \( I_T \) through such a barrier is then given by:

\[
I_T \propto I_0 \frac{V}{d} e^{-\kappa \sqrt{\Phi d}} \tag{9}
\]

with \( V \) the applied potential, \( I_0 \) the current, \( \kappa = \left[ \left( \frac{4\pi}{\hbar} \right) 2m \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \) and \( m \) the free-electron mass. According to this equation it can be seen, that if the distance between the tip and the sample is changed by 1 Å, the tunneling current changes by an order of magnitude.
In addition to surface topography studies obtained by STM, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) experiments can be performed to obtain spectroscopic information as a function of electron energy. In STS experiments, the tip is placed over the sample and the tunneling current is recorded by varying the applied bias voltage with the feedback circuit switched off. This generates a current-voltage (I-V) spectrum yielding information of the local density of states (LDOS) of the sample. The derivative, conductance dI/dV, can be used to gain additional information of the actual band structure and band gap. Such dI/dV spectra can be obtained by either numerical differentiation or by using a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in technique will be described in the next section 2.2.2.

2.2.2 Principles of Optically-Assisted STM

The effect of light on the tunneling current/junction can be studied indirectly by acquiring the tunneling current changes induced by light with single molecule absorption (SMA) detected by STM [82]. In SMA-STM experiments, many challenges have to be overcome prior reaching sub-nanometer resolution, including coupling light into the substrate while preventing heating effects. To avoid this heating effects of the junction, a prism is attached to the back of a sample allowing for a back illumination geometry in the Kretschmann configuration [83]. Here, a p-polarized laser is used undergoing TIR at the surface-vacuum interface while generating an evanescent field. The evanescent wave decays exponentially perpendicular to the surface with increasing distance. This evanescent wave can be used to excite supported nanostructures on top of a (semi-)transparent substrate. A schematic of the light coupling device with a prism in the Kretschmann configuration is shown in Fig. 9. This configuration minimizes tip heating effects at the tunneling junction and prevents thus tip crashes when switching on the light and leads to a stable average tip position during on/off cycles [82].

Figure 9: Schematic of the Kretschmann configuration used in SMA-STM studies.
By employing this setup, different effects of light on the tunneling current can be studied under intensity modulated light illumination. In order to understand these phenomena at the tunneling junction, first, a closer look is taken at the inverse process.

It is well known, that photon emission can occur from the tunneling junction by applying a high bias [84, 85]. Gimzewski et al. [85] reported resonance phenomena in photon emission spectra for polycrystalline silver films. Two distinct features are observed which are independent of the applied bias. They attributed this phenomena to resonant excitation and radiative decay of localized surface plasmon modes. They showed for the first time, that a STM can be used to investigate the inverse photoelectric effect stimulated by electron tunneling in a STM junction. Further, Berndt et al. [86] studied the light emission from a tunneling junction in more detail for metallic systems. They showed, that inelastic tunneling electrons can excite localized surface plasmons and the resulting emitted light appears to be red-shifted with respect to the high-voltage field emission regime. Besides investigating extended surfaces, Nilius et al. [87] studied photon emission for different sizes of Ag nanoparticles. The light emission stimulated by electron injection from the STM tip was assigned to a Mie-plasmon resonance of the particles. They showed, that the resonance position shifted to higher energies when the size of the nanoparticles is decreased.

When studying the direct effect of light on the tunneling current, either tip or surface phenomena can be observed. Since the STM tip can act as an antenna, field enhancement is a predominant effect which can induce tip plasmons when a metal surface (usually Ag or Au [82, 88]) is imaged, analogous to the enhanced Raman signal of molecules adsorbed on rough metal surfaces [89]. Savage et al. [90] showed, that a nanoscale plasmonic cavity can be formed by two Au-coated tips which support plasmonic resonances created via the strong coupling between localized plasmons on each tip. Besides the tip, also nanostructures can act as antenna resulting in an enhanced local electric field. Stamplecoskie et al. [91] reported an enhanced electronic transition when clusters are within close proximity of metal particles.

Surface phenomena include the excitation of surface plasmons. This excitation leads to an additional bias-independent electron flow between tip and the sample in a STM. This electron flow is directed into the sample and if the sample is biased positive, the tunneling current increases upon illumination [88]. Due to the non-linear characteristics of the tunneling junction [92], the surface plasmon field manifests itself as a rectified DC component [82]. The surface plasmon excitation can be transferred into a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of supported structures on a plasmonically active support. An increased tunneling current can be observed on
top of the excited nanostructures. This increased tunneling current can be explained by a higher LDOS of the structure under illumination which opens up further channels in which the electrons can tunnel or a reduced tunneling barrier caused by LSPR. Besides the coupling behavior, the propagation length of surface plasmons can be measured [93].

In this thesis, the coupling behavior of gold surface plasmons into a platinum cluster LSPR is investigated and presented in Appendix B: ‘Plasmonic activation of 1 nm platinum clusters for photocatalysis’. Plasmonic excitation and electron transfer enhance the light-induced tunneling current on the clusters relative to their gold support. To investigate the improved catalytic activity, an oxidativedecomposition reaction of a methylene blue film is performed. The platinum cluster catalytic activity under illumination exceeds the bare gold surface baseline activity by more than an order of magnitude per active area.

In addition to the presented phenomena, direct absorption can be studied using a STM. Direct absorption is demonstrated e.g. for supported carbon nanotubes (CNT) or quantum dots (QD) on an ultrathin, transparent gold film [94, 95]. The excitation of the supported CNTs/QDs lead to a transition of electrons in occupied or unoccupied states of the supported structures depending on the bias polarity. For a positive sample bias, a tunneling current decrease is observed under illumination (which is the opposite effect when compared to surface plasmons as mentioned above). Since CNTs and QDs show a direct absorption, electrons are excited into higher states and hence, less tunneling electrons can tunnel into these states. By employing the SMA-STM technique, chiral junctions of CNTs can be imaged with nanometer spatial resolution under chopped monochromatic light illumination. Nienhaus et al. [94] showed, that the bandgap of a CNT with a semiconducting-metallic junction can be tuned into resonance with the excitation laser light by varying the electric field from the STM tip. They concluded, that the combination of laser and tip field Stark effect can tune the junction from strong semiconductor-metallic character to nearly equal optical properties for the two halves of the junction [94]. For supported QDs on a transparent gold film, electronic excitation leads to different angular momentum states depending on the sample bias which are imaged with SMA-STM [95]. For single dots, S- or P-like orbitals are observed, whereas adjacent pairs of QDs reveal orbital alignment which is an indication for electronic coupling between the dots.

In order to detect either the direct or indirect absorption, a sensitive detection technique of the tunneling current is mandatory to detect the modulation of the density of states upon absorption. A lock-in technique allows to measure the difference of the tunneling current on the chopped laser light. The lock-in technique is a phase-sensitive detection technique in which the input signal is
multiplied by a sinusoidal reference input signal and integrated over time. The output signal is then the product of the two waves at the difference \((\omega_r - \omega_L)\) and sum \((\omega_r + \omega_L)\) frequency.

\[
V_{out} = V_{sig}V_L \sin(\omega_r t + \theta_{sig}) \sin(\omega_L t + \theta_{ref})
\]  

(10)

\[
V_{out} = \frac{1}{2}V_{sig}V_L \cos(\omega_r - \omega_L)t + \theta_{sig} - \theta_{ref} - \frac{1}{2}V_{sig}V_L \cos(\omega_r + \omega_L)t + \theta_{sig} + \theta_{ref}
\]  

(11)

If the signal passes a low pass filter, a DC signal which is proportional to the signal amplitude will be generated if the frequencies are \(\omega_r = \omega_L\) according to:

\[
V_{out} = \frac{1}{2}V_{sig}V_L \cos(\theta_{sig} - \theta_{ref})
\]  

(12)

By using two channels X and Y which are shifted of \(\vartheta = 90^\circ\), two signals can be generated representing the 'in-phase' (X) and 'quadrature' component.

\[
X = V_{sig} \cos \vartheta
\]  

(13)

\[
Y = V_{sig} \sin \vartheta
\]  

(14)

By appropriate adjustment of \((\theta_{sig} - \theta_{ref})\), the absorption signal can be maximized (X-channel), while the signal at 90° phase shift vanishes (Y-channel). Once this setting is optimized, the values \(\theta_{sig}\) and \(\theta_{ref}\) do not change.

### 2.2.3 Electrochemical STM

Initially, the invention of the STM allowed for measurements which take place at the solid-gas interface under vacuum conditions. However, many interesting phenomena occur at the solid-liquid interface, e.g. corrosion of metals [96], various redox and biological processes [97] including hydrogen generation for energy conversion [17]. Thus, four years after the invention of the STM [77], the first paper was published in which a STM was successfully employed in a liquid environment using oil and liquid nitrogen as electrolyte [98]. Afterwards, Sonnenfeld et al. [99] reported the first results obtaining atomic resolution of HOPG and gold substrates in a water-based electrolyte. This first generation of ECSTM were only based on a two-electrode setup which allowed the control of the tip and sample potential. In a further development, a three-electrode setup was developed which allowed to adjust the tip and electrode potentials independently [100, 101]. In this configuration, a potentiostat is used to control the potential
of the working electrode (WE) with respect to the reference electrode (RE) by adjusting the

current at the counter electrode (CE).

Until then, many groups have reported *in-situ* ECSTM studies in various electrolytes e.g. in
aqueous, organic or ionic liquid environments [102, 103, 104, 105]. A schematic overview of the
ECSTM setup as used in our lab, with the peculiarity that the tip potential is at the ground
potential, is shown in Fig. 10.

In comparison to a conventional STM, two major elements are introduced: a suitable tip and a
potentiostat which controls the electrochemical potentials. Whereas studies in UHV and air can
be performed with a common STM tip, STM experiments in liquids are more challenging. The
tip which is used in liquids has to be covered with a thin insulating layer due to redox processes
and prevent and minimize faradaic currents at the tip shaft [106, 107] (except when operating
in electrolytes with low relative permittivity).

Moreover, the tunneling process through an electrolyte can be influenced by adsorption of solvent
molecules such as water at the tip and surface that shift the work function of the interacting
surfaces and thereby, lower the tunneling barrier [108]. Furthermore, hydrogen and oxygen atoms
stemming from water molecules can change the lateral modulation of the potential energy surface
[109].

The ECSTM can mainly be operated in 2 modes:

i) the surface is scanned before and after a potential sweep, also referred to as cyclic voltammetry
(CV), explained in detail in section 2.3.1, or

ii) the WE potential can be stepwise increased while scanning the surface at a fixed bias potential.
An example for the two operation modes is shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11a, a dodecanethiol SAM on a gold surface is imaged in 0.1M HClO₄ with an insulated tungsten tip. A CV, in the potential range of 0.0 V - 0.6 V vs. RHE, is recorded while the tip is in tunneling range. After the CV, the surface is imaged again. In Fig. 11b, a dodecanethiol SAM is used and scanned in the first image at a WE potential of 0.0 V vs. RHE. After completing the image, the WE potential is increased to 0.1 V vs. RHE and the surface is imaged in STM mode again. The fourth image was therefore imaged at a total WE potential of 0.3 V vs. RHE.

Figure 11: Scanning principle of an ECSTM. a) STM image taken before and after a CV. b) stepwise increase of the electrochemical potential while scanning at a fixed bias potential. The images are recorded at a WE potential of 0.0 V, 0.1 V, 0.2 V and 0.3 V. All potentials are measured vs. RHE.

ECSTM has limitations regarding the dissolution of the insulating layer of the tip leading to drift and instabilities due to higher effective electrical resistance and thus, higher tunneling current values [110]. In addition, adsorption of molecules at the tip apex, e.g. thiols, can prevent recording high-resolution images.

Further, the potential of ECSTM is, that the tip (after retraction) can also be used as sensor to detect local reactivities of supported structures e.g. nanoparticles [111].
2.3 Electrochemical Methods

2.3.1 Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry is a potential sweep technique to measure electrochemical properties and redox potentials of surfaces. Two types of currents can be measured: Faradaic (reduction and oxidation of chemical species) and nonfaradaic (capacitive charging) currents. In CV experiments, the potential is ramped linearly over time until it reaches the first maximum vertex potential $E_1$. Afterwards, the potential is reversed to the initial minimum potential $E_2$ (Fig. 12). A cyclic voltammogram is generated by plotting the applied potential versus the measured current.

$$E(t) = E \pm vt \quad (15)$$

Figure 12: Cyclic voltammetry potential waveform. Adapted from Ref. [112].

The change in the potential over time can be described by the following equation (where $v$ is the scan rate):

$$E(t) = E \pm vt$$

In a more broader context, by applying a potential at the substrate, ions are adsorbed onto the electrode surface forming a molecular dielectric (inner Helmholtz plane). In addition, (solvated) ions are creating the second layer attracted to the first layer via Coulomb forces or electrical screening effects (outer Helmholtz plane). The thickness $d$ of these layers can be described by the Helmholtz model according to:

$$\frac{C}{A} = \frac{\varepsilon \varepsilon_0}{d} \quad (16)$$

where $C$ is the capacitance [F], $A$ the area [m$^2$], $\varepsilon$ the dielectric constant of the material [F/m], $\varepsilon_0$ the permittivity [C/V m] and $d$ the thickness [m]. The capacitance cannot be neglected when
investigating supported nanoparticle systems: low generated particle currents get superimposed by the capacitance of the support (offset currents). To overcome this limitation, the capacitance can be reduced e.g. by using SAMs that act as surface blocking layer, as described in 2.1.2. Since the distance \(d\) in eq. 16 increases by the SAM, the capacitance of the system decreases.

To calculate structural parameters e.g. the ECSA and the roughness factor \(r_f\) (which will be explained later in the text), the starting point is the total charge of ad- and desorption. In aqueous electrolytes, the total charge of adsorption \(Q_a\) or desorption \(Q_d\) of protons is used as standard reaction. The protons are adsorbed and reduced in a one-electron process. These charges reflect the number of electrochemically accessible surface sites which is also referred to the real active surface area of the electrode. The charges can be determined from faradaic currents for the hydrogen underpotential deposition (H_{upd}), ranging from \(E_2 = 0.05\) V to \(E_1 = 0.35\) V with respect to a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE):

\[
Q_{a,d} = \frac{1}{\nu} \int_{E_2}^{E_1} I dE
\]

It is based on the assumption that a monolayer of hydrogen is adsorbed above the equilibrium potential in which one surface atom adsorbs one hydrogen atom. The roughness factor \(r_f\) [dimensionless] is the ratio of the real active surface area and the geometric surface area [113, 114]:

\[
rf = \frac{Q_{a,d}}{\rho Q \pi r^2}
\]

where \(r\) is the radius of the electrode [cm] and \(\rho Q\) the charge per surface site [C/cm²]: \(\rho Q = \rho_{at} \cdot \epsilon\). For planar platinum surfaces, an experimentally determined value is 210 \(\mu\)C/cm² [115]. Typically, single crystals exhibit low roughness factors while especially supported particles show an increased roughness [116].

If the material loading \(m\) [g/m²] on the electrode is known, the ECSA [m²/g] can be calculated:

\[
ECSA = \frac{rf}{m}
\]

If the material loading \(m\) is unknown, a value can be estimated using TEM. According to TEM micrographs, an average diameter of the supported particles can be estimated and converted into an \(ECSA_{TEM}\) [29]: \(ECSA_{TEM} = \frac{6}{\pi \rho d}\), with \(\rho\) the density of the material and \(d\), the average particle diameter. In a good approximation, the two values for the ECSA yield similar values.
The ECSA is an important figure of merit for the intrinsic activity. In addition, influences occurring at the interface can be identified which limit the electrochemical active surface area [117].

2.3.2 Rotating Disk Electrode

RDE experiments are performed to study the electrode kinetics of reactions. The setup of a RDE is shown in Fig. 13 and consists of three electrodes (WE, CE and RE) which are controlled by a potentiostat, in analogy to the previously described ECSTM setup (section 2.2.3). The WE is now mounted on a rotator allowing for a defined convection. The mass transport in front of the sample surface (that points downwards into the electrolyte) is the sum of convection and diffusion.

![Figure 13: Setup of a RDE with potentiostat and electrodes.](image)

If the kinetics of the reaction are faster than the mass transfer, the overall reaction rate is limited by diffusion. This diffusion limited current \( i_d \), also known as Levich current \( I_L \), can be expressed by [118]:

\[
i_d = 0.620 \ n \ F \ A \ D^{\frac{3}{2}} \ \omega^{\frac{1}{2}} \ v^{-\frac{1}{6}} \ c
\]  

(20)

with \( n \) the number of transferred electrons [mol], \( F \) the Faraday constant [C/mol], \( A \) the electrode area [cm\(^2\)], \( D \) the diffusion coefficient [cm\(^2\)/s], \( \omega \) the angular rotation rate [rad/s], \( v \) the kinematic viscosity [cm\(^2\)/s] and \( c \) the analyte concentration [mol/cm\(^3\)]. In order to extract the kinetic
current $i_k$ of a reaction from the measured total current at the electrode, one can calculate:

$$\frac{1}{i} = \frac{1}{i_d} + \frac{1}{i_k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

The kinetic current density of a reaction, $j = \frac{i_k}{A}$, is given by the Butler-Volmer equation (equation 22) \[119, 120\]. The rate of an electrochemical reaction depends exponentially on the driving force of the reaction:

$$j = j_0 \left[ \exp \left( \frac{\alpha a n F}{RT} \eta \right) - \exp \left( -\frac{\alpha c n F}{RT} \eta \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $j_0$ is the exchange current density [A/m$^2$], $\alpha$ the charge transfer coefficient for the cathodic (c) and anodic (a) sweep [dimensionless], $n$ the number of electrons [mol], $F$ the Faraday constant [C/mol], $R$ the universal gas constant [J/mol K], $\eta$ the overpotential [V] and $T$ the temperature [K]. For a single step reaction with symmetric electron transfer, $\alpha$ is 0.5. The exchange current density $j_0$ is the rate of reaction when the overpotential is zero. The overpotential is the higher potential which is required for a reaction than one would expect according to thermodynamics.

In general, two limiting cases of the Butler-Volmer can be distinguished:

- at high overpotentials $1 \ll \frac{\alpha n F}{RT} \eta$, the Butler-Volmer equation can be written in a semilogarithmic form yielding the Tafel equation:

$$\eta = a + b \cdot \log j$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

with two constants $a$ and $b$, where $b$ represents the Tafel slope $b = \frac{RT}{\alpha n F}$, whereas the value of $a$ is usually 0.5 for a single step reaction (symmetric electron transfer). The intercept with the y-axis can be calculated by extrapolating the Tafel line to $\eta = 0$, yielding the logarithm of the exchange current density $j_0$.

- at low overpotentials $1 \gg \frac{\alpha n F}{RT} \eta$, the equation can be linearized (by using an approximation: $e^x = 1 + x + ..$) to:

$$j = j_0 \frac{F}{RT} \eta$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

The overpotential is positive at the anode and negative for the cathode for a galvanic cell ($i > 0$). The Butler-Volmer equation is used in order to extract the exchange current density, e.g. in the HOR/HER \[29, 33\].
3 Experimental Background

3.1 ECSTM Setup

3.1.1 STM-head and STM-base

The ECSTM used in this thesis was developed by M. Wilms [103] in the group of Prof. Wandelt at the University of Bonn. This beetle type setup is based on two major components, a STM-head and a STM-base (Fig. 14) which are placed in an aluminum cubus for isolation from external vibrations and for gas atmosphere control. For decoupling the cubus from long wave vibration frequencies, it is placed on a heavy granite plate and mounted with climbing ropes at the ceiling. It is controlled and operated by the XPMPro software (Version 2.0.1.6) by RHK Technology (Schaefer Technologie GmbH).

![Figure 14: Left: schematic of the original STM setup. Reprinted with permission from M. Wilms, M. Kruft, G. Bermes, K. Wandelt, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 1999, 70, 3641-3650. Copyright © 1999 American Institute of Physics. Right top: image of the STM-head, right bottom: image of the STM-base.](image)

The STM-head includes the RHK preamplifiers (IVP-200 and IVP-300) inside the housing as well as the scanner unit. The scanner unit consists of a holding ring, lifting arms, ramp and
the scanner piezo. Prior to mounting the STM tip in the scanner piezo, the length of the tip has to be adjusted precisely since the coarse approach can only drive a distance of 0.3 mm at maximum. The ramp for the coarse approach is divided into 3 slopy 120° segments to overcome this distance. For tip mounting, a special tip device is used to adjust the tip height with an accuracy of 0.1 mm (Fig. 15 left). The STM-head is then placed upside down on the STM-base columns and a lifting screw on the top unblocks the ramp that is thereby placed onto the 3 piezo base legs.


### 3.1.2 Electrochemical cell

The sample is mounted inside the electrochemical cell (Fig. 15 right). For fixation, the sample is pressed against a Kalrez® ring and contacted with 3 fixing screws at the back. The cell is made of Ketron® which is highly resistant to all kinds of acids and has a low thermal expansion coefficient. For electrochemical measurements, a Pt wire was used as CE and fixed inside the cell. The cell can then be attached from below to the STM-base by fixing 3 screws.

### 3.1.3 Modification of the setup

Modifications of the original STM setup were made allowing for experiments in aqueous electrolytes as well as for tunable scanning conditions. The setup was modified and further developed for low-noise fast STM measurements in solution (Fig. 16 (1)). To this purpose, variable pream-
plifiers (FEMTO® LCA-S and DLPCA-200) were connected from outside the cubus. Screws are mounted at the connection which allow for two different grounding scenarios. If the screws are fixed, they connect the grounding of the amplifier with the cubus grounding (DPLCA-200) or separate the grounding of the preamplifier from the grounding of the cubus (LCA-S) when they are not fixed.

Additionally, an external RE was designed and connected via a Luggin capillary from outside the cubus to the cell (Fig. 16 (2)). With this improvement, a RHE can be employed for aqueous electrochemical experiments.

The RHE is a subtype of a standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) in which a hydrogen atmosphere is generated by electrolysis [112]. The potential correlates with the pH of the electrolyte:

\[ E_0 = 0.000 - 0.059 \cdot pH \]  

(25)

The advantage of using a RHE, instead of a SHE, is that the RHE can be used directly in the electrolyte without a salt bridge (as in the case for a SHE) and thus, contaminations by chloride or sulfate ions are prevented. In addition, the hydrogen ion concentration corresponds to that of the electrolyte solution enabling a stable potential with a changing pH value. For preparation of a RHE see 3.1.6.

Figure 16: Modified STM setup with an external FEMTO® amplifier (1) and external RHE connected via a Luggin capillary to the electrochemical cell (2).
3.1.4 Tip Preparation

Sharp STM tips are required to achieve atomic resolution while scanning the surface. They can be prepared via electrochemical etching [121] or mechanical cutting. Two different tip materials are used in this work: tungsten and platinum/iridium. Tungsten tips are made via electrochemical DC etching while platinum/iridium tips are made via mechanically cutting or electrochemical AC etching.

Figure 17: SEM images of STM tips taken at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Left: etched tungsten tip, middle: etched Pt/Ir wire and right: mechanically cut Pt/Ir tip.

Figure 18: Left: setup for etching W tips, right: close-up of the W tip while etching in a lamella.

Tungsten tips are electrochemically etched in a thin lamella of 3M aqueous NaOH suspended by a ring cathode made of gold. A 6 V DC voltage is applied until 80% of the wire is etched followed by a 3 V DC voltage for fine etching. After etching, the lower part is dropped off and caught by a holder. The tip is rinsed in deionized (DI) water and dried in a nitrogen stream.
In this work, 2 different ways of making sharp Pt/Ir STM tips are used, either by mechanically cutting a Pt/Ir wire, or by etching, based on a recipe of Peter M. Albrecht (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology (CNST), April 25, 2007). This procedure is divided into 2 steps which involves a coarse and fine etching. In a first step, a saturated solution of calcium chloride (75 g CaCl$_2$ and 100 mL with DI water) is mixed with DI water in a ratio of 1:2. A 1 cm long Pt/Ir wire is placed on a holder above the etching solution and lowered by approximately 1 mm into the solution. A graphite counter electrode is employed for electrochemically etching of the Pt/Ir wire by applying a voltage of 30 Vrms at 60 Hz. After 3-5 min a small teardrop-shaped piece of the wire is left. The etching solution is switched to the fine etching electrolyte containing a saturated CaCl$_2$ solution (CaCl$_2$ and DI water in the weight ratio 2:1. An AC voltage of 50 Hz is slightly increased until small bubbles are observed at the surface (typically voltages of 1 - 2 V). Afterwards, the tip is rinsed in DI water and dried in a nitrogen stream.

![Figure 19: Left: Pt/Ir tip after the first stage of etching, right: final etched tip.](image)

### 3.1.5 Tip coating

A polymer coating is used to isolate the tip to reduce capacitive currents flowing through the tip. To this purpose, the tip is pushed through hot glue resulting in an isolated shaft and uncovered tip apex. Since the glue is a thermoplastic, it takes considerably time for hardening - up to 12h are advisable.
3.1.6 Electrochemical STM Measurements

For electrochemical experiments inside the STM cell, a LabView program EC4\textsuperscript{TM} is used (Nordic electrochemistry). For CV experiments, the voltage is increased linearly over time until it reaches the 1\textsuperscript{st} vertex potential. After that, the voltage direction is switched and linearly decreased until it reaches the 2\textsuperscript{nd} vertex potential. All CVs are recorded in degassed 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4} starting with a positive scan direction at 0.5 mV while employing a Pt wire as CE. A RHE is used as RE and fixed outside the STM cubus via a Luggin capillary.

To prepare the RHE, a beaker is filled with 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4} and a Pt/Ir wire is used as CE. The RHE glass body (compare Fig. 21) is filled with the electrolyte and placed inside the beaker. A potential of 4 - 5 V is applied for 5 min. H\textsubscript{2} is generated at the negative potential (cathode) and thus, a gas atmosphere is created inside the vessel. The RHE can be used for approx. 12 h. Afterwards, a new RHE is prepared for the experiments.

Figure 21: RHE electrode.
3.1.7 Photoresponse Measurements

For photochemical measurements, a hole is drilled into the bottom part of the electrochemical cell allowing for back illumination of the sample. The setup can be used in two configurations: the light can be guided onto the back of the sample either via a fiber or directly via LED close-by. For the first configuration, a diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) green laser diode (Thorlabs) with a wavelength of 532 nm and 10 mW is coupled into a polarization-maintaining single mode fiber using two dielectric mirrors and an aspheric lens (Fig. 22).

The latter configuration with a LED placed directly under the sample, was used to measure the photoresponse of the bicomponent network on a transparent substrate (see section 4.2). For the photocurrent measurements, a 710 nm LED (30 mW/sr, 18°, Roithner Lasertechnik) and a 520 nm LED (9600 mCd, 30°, Nichia, Japan) were used. The light on-off cycles were measured independently with an Agilent STM (Agilent Technologies 5100) equipped with a logarithmic current amplifier.

In order to pick up the photovoltaic response from the molecular layer, an approach developed by the Whitesides group [50, 52] has been used. The tungsten wire, used in this case, is dipped into heated Ga (± 75 °C) or EGaIn (at room temperature) to form a droplet on the apex of the tip. The tip is then mounted on the scanner piezo and approached to the surface with a tunneling current setpoint of 2 nA and a bias of 0.1 V. STS spectra are recorded with a FEMTO preamplifier (LCA-S) and a forward sweep rate of 200 mV/s.

Figure 22: Optical setup for photochemical measurements.
For an estimation of the contact area, 10 µL of a saturated Rhodamin B solution in ethanol were spin-coated three times onto a HOPG surface and mounted in the STM setup. The Ga (or EGaIn) drop was approached towards the surface again with a tunneling current of 2 nA and a voltage of 0.1 V. The droplet contacted the surface with the dye molecules by forming a physical contact. Afterwards, this droplet was retracted and imaged under a fluorescence microscope (Leica DMI 3000B, Wetzlar). The fluorescent parts belong to the dye molecules and hence, the upper limit of the contact area can be estimated by integrating of these parts.

Other methods (compare Fig. 24) were employed to estimate the contact area of the Ga droplet, but without success.

Figure 24: Different methods employed to determine the contact area of a Ga droplet. Top left: SEM image of a HOPG surface coated with methyl methacrylate (MMA). Top right: MMA coated HOPG surface under a USB-microscope. In both cases, the tip was approached to the surface and an imprint of the tip in the MMA was tried. Bottom left: SEM image of a tungsten tip with a Ga droplet which has contacted the surface. Bottom right: deflection mirror showing the surface and tip from underneath.
3.2 Optically-Assisted STM

SMA-STM experiments were performed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA in the lab of Prof. Martin Gruebele. The setup is shown in the following Fig. 25 and described in detail in Ref. [94, 95].

![SMA-STM setup](image)

Figure 25: SMA-STM setup. Left: laser setup with mirrors and chopper. Middle: UHV STM chamber. Right: illuminated sample with prism.

A diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser (Thorlabs) at 532 nm with an overall power of 10 mW is used for SMA-STM experiments. The laser light is chopped at a frequency of 2.2 kHz and guided by mirrors to the STM chamber. For coupling the laser light into the sample, a special geometry in the Kretschmann configuration [83] is employed allowing for back-illumination. A prism is attached at the bottom surface with a UHV compatible, transparent epoxy (Epotek 302-3M). For SMA-STM measurements, a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830) is used to detect the change in the tunneling current upon illumination with two channels (in- and out-of phase channel). The STM measurements in this thesis were performed with a tunneling current of 5 pA and a variable bias.

3.3 Rotating Disk Electrode Setup

A setup of Nordic Electrochemistry with the control software EC4\textsuperscript{Tm} was used for all RDE experiments. The setup consists of a potentiostat to control the electrode potentials and gas change system (Fig. 26). The gas change system has 6 inlets and 1 outlet which is connected to a flow controller followed by an optical control of the gas flow with a flow meter. The EC4\textsuperscript{Tm} program allows to control and select the gases and potentials independently. The program is the same as used for ECSTM experiments with addition of the rotation control parameters for
determination of kinetic parameters. Prior to the experiments, the glassware was cleaned in Caro’s acid followed by several cleaning cycles in heated DI water. A RHE (as described in 3.1.6) was employed as RE. 0.1 M HClO$_4$ was used as standard electrolyte and degassed with Ar for 20 min prior to experiments. A platinum mesh served as CE and was connected via a frit to the electrochemical cell.

![Figure 26: RDE setup with gas change system and flow controller.](image)

HOR/HER were performed in a saturated hydrogen atmosphere in the electrolyte. Polarization curves were measured with different rotation speeds (400 rpm, 900 rpm, 1600 rpm and 2500 rpm) and a scan speed of 10 mV/s.

In order to determine the active area of supported particles on the surface, CO stripping experiments were performed. For the absorption of CO, the voltage is kept at 0.1 V for 5 min, while bubbling CO through the electrolyte at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm. Afterwards, Ar is bubbled through the electrolyte for 10 min in order to remove all remaining CO in the solution. A CO stripping CV is recorded afterwards, at a scan speed of 100 mV/s.
4 Self-Assembly on All-Carbon Substrates Towards Photovoltaics

Supramolecular chemistry can be understood as the chemistry of molecular assemblies and inter-molecular bonds [23]. By definition, molecular self-assembly is the spontaneous organization of molecules into structurally well-defined and rather stable arrangements through a number of inter-molecular interactions [21, 22]. The formation of supramolecular well-ordered templates is driven by intermolecular and molecule-substrate interactions [47]. The self-assembly of artificial architectures is widely studied at solid-liquid and solid-vacuum interfaces [24, 25, 40, 43, 45, 47]. In the context of clusters and nanoparticles, two-dimensional frameworks fabricated with molecular precision are of particular interest because they can be used as host templates to trap guest molecules and promote the growth into the third dimension perpendicular to the surface [122]. Hydrogen bonded networks are one of the most studied interactions in supramolecular chemistry [123, 124, 125] due to the tunability of the interaction energies, depending on the hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor moieties [126]. Despite the fact, that single hydrogen bonds are rather weak, multiple hydrogen bonds can provide sufficient stability, while being sufficient weak to allow for the formation of well-ordered networks with precise bond geometries [127]. In particular, Au [41] and HOPG [128] are used as platform for the self-organization into 2D networks e.g. organic solar cells [129]. For technical applications, a suitable transparent - while atomically flat - platform is needed that allows for back illumination. Here, hydrogenated diamond provides an optimal test platform for sp\textsuperscript{2}-sp\textsuperscript{3} carbon-on-carbon optoelectronic technology [130].

To get more insight, the bicomponent supramolecular network formation is first studied using a diimide test molecule that can form triple hydrogen bonds with a melamine linker on HOPG and a graphene film in order to get informations about growth rate and layer formation (section 4.1). In a second part, this test molecule is then replaced by a dye molecule and the network formation is extended to transparent and flat surfaces (section 4.2).

4.1 Three-Dimensional Bicomponent Supramolecular Nanoporous Self-Assembly on a Hybrid All-Carbon Atomically Flat and Transparent Platform

The publication titled 'Three-dimensional bicomponent supramolecular nanoporous self-assembly on a hybrid all-carbon atomically flat and transparent platform' is presented in this section. The results published in this work pave the way towards ordered self-assembled nanostructures in three dimensions for applications in photovoltaics.
As previous results pointed out, the formation of supramolecular networks at ambient conditions is challenging since polymorphism and phase separation have to be avoided [25]. These phenomena prevent an ordered network formation on the surface, as well as hinder the growth in the third dimension [25]. In this study, a tetracarboxylic diimide moiety, namely 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (NTCDI) together with a triamine cornerstone are employed to investigate the spatial composition and intermolecular interactions that lead to formation of bilayers. The spontaneous network formation of NTCDI and melamine is here imaged via STM on carbon-based substrates, namely HOPG, CVD-grown graphene on copper foil and graphene transferred on hydrogenated diamond (GHD) in order to get informations of growth rate and layer formation. The formed network is based on triple hydrogen bond recognition between the functional groups of the two molecules forming a long-range highly ordered pattern on all carbon supports. Depending on the polarity of the solvent, different lateral boundaries and 3D-vdW stacking can be found on HOPG. A single network growth rate is observed for this bilayer formation implying that the network expands as bilayer domain peripheries. Our results show that face-to-face stacking is preferred when using large aromatic molecules: Higher vDW interactions and reduced electrostatic interactions dominate.

All experimental measurements are performed together with Juan Li at the Physics Department E20 of TUM. Sarah Wieghold and Juan Li contributed equally to this work.
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ABSTRACT: Molecular self-assembly is a versatile nanofabrication technique with atomic precision en route to molecule-based electronic components and devices. Here, we demonstrate a three-dimensional, bicomponent supramolecular network architecture on an all-carbon sp²–sp³ transparent platform. The substrate consists of hydrogenated diamond decorated with a monolayer graphene sheet. The pertaining bilayer assembly of a melamine–naphthalenetracarboxylic diimide supramolecular network exhibiting a nanoporous honeycomb structure is explored via scanning tunneling microscopy initially at the solution-highly oriented pyrolytic graphite interface. On both graphene-terminated copper and an atomically flat graphene/diamond hybrid substrate, an assembly protocol is demonstrated yielding similar supramolecular networks with long-range order. Our results suggest that hybrid platforms, (supramolecular) chemistry and thermodynamic growth protocols can be merged for in situ molecular device fabrication.

KEYWORDS: Self-assembly, supramolecular engineering, bilayer, solid–liquid interface, STM, graphene, diamond, supramolecular framework

Engineering of complex matter with molecules1–3 is regarded to as a major branch of chemistry for the future.34 It is indeed feasible that silicon technologies could be complemented or even superseded35 by more sophisticated atomically precise fabrication,3 which can be potentially steered36 from templated self-assembly.3 Following this technological shift, steps must be taken toward the practical integration and construction of molecular precise devices, from developing platforms fit for purpose to the establishment of specialized analytical self-assembly instrumentation. At the same time, chemistry and thermodynamics must be finely tuned to adapt to such experimental and technological protocols. Two-dimensionally (2D) extended, crystalline supramolecular10,11 or covalent12–15 multicompont architectures represent ideal systems for testing the foundations of modular three-dimensional (3D) growth at well-defined interfaces.13–15 In fact, 3D metal–organic frameworks16,17 enjoy a widespread success because of their modularity, allowing control over macroscopic pore morphology and functionality. Fabrication protocols using technologically relevant platforms for such architectures are currently emerging.18–20 This bottom-up approach requires either thermodynamic or kinetic control. The previous entails the formation of a precise number of stacked layers in a single solution or chemical mixture at equilibrium. Much like the forces directing 2D self-assembly, 2D-to-3D self-assembly must rely on covalent, metal–organic, hydrogen bonding, ionic or van der Waals (vdW) interactions. In the thermodynamic regime, it can be argued that the interlayer interactions should be enthalpically equal or lower than the intralayer interactions or the interactions between first layer and substrate. The kinetic approach relies on sequential exposure to different solutions, following the concept of layer-by-layer assembly.21 In this regime, the advantage is that interlayer interactions can be strong and independent of all other equilibrium processes. Hybrid thermodynamic–kinetic approaches may also be used, employing temperature or solvent annealing in single solutions or mixtures to fine-tune free energies of interaction.
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We have previously shown that vdW self-templating of bilayers using a pyromellititic tetracarboxylic diimide\textsuperscript{14} moiety on HOPG is a promising approach to achieve thermodynamic control over the growth in the third dimension. Here, we present scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies on the 3D self-templating of a bicomponent supramolecular network consisting of the 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (NTCDI) organic semiconductor\textsuperscript{25} and the 1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine (melamine) cornerstone\textsuperscript{25}. The 3D architecture represents a prototype modular multilayer supramolecular...
framework due to the maintenance of reticularity and open pores. Importantly, these frameworks can be constructed on all-carbon transparent and atomically flat hybrid platforms, that is, commercial graphene (G) on copper foil and monolayer graphene transferred on a hydrogenated diamond H–C(100) surface. High-quality single-crystalline hydrogenated diamond is transparent, atomically flat, and conductive, thus providing an ideal test bed of a novel platform for advanced self-assembly protocols. Our results present a significant step toward molecularly precise optoelectronic or photovoltaic device elements at hybrid interfaces with control in three dimensions by using self-assembled modular bicomponent supramolecular networks.

The assembly of the supramolecular bicomponent network based on NTCDI bridging melamine is first performed on HOPG in equilibrium with different solutions, in order to investigate the propensity of 3D vdW stacking similar to previously reported studies. A possible strategy to favor hydrophobic 3D vdW stacking relies on increasing the polarity of the solvent used in self-assembly. When using solutions of up to 20% volume in methanol, however, only network architectures with no obvious 3D signature were observed, as previously reported (Supporting Information Figure S1). In contrast, when using the pristine desiccated solvents for self-assembly (TCB and o-xylene), a 3D network architecture is easily recognized (Figure 1a). Upon detailed inspection, bilayers are recognized thanks to domain boundaries between first and second layers (Figure 1b).

The existence of the second layer network is confirmed by the line profiles in Figure 1c. The HOPG substrate, first layer, and second layer of the network are depicted by red, green, and blue curves, respectively. It can be seen that the apparent STM height of the second layer with respect to HOPG is twice (~2 Å) the distance between the first and second layers (~1 Å). Notably, the high resolution in Figure 1b allows to identify empty pores in the line profiles (blue line Figure 1c). Such height differences are also observed in architectures without domain boundaries, where a seamless 3D-to-2D transition to single-layer islands occurs (Supporting Information Figures S2, close-up STM images are also shown in Supporting Information Figures S3 and S4).

STM images with enhanced molecular contrast of the bilayer domain boundary are depicted in Figure 1d, e and illustrate the details of molecular arrangements and the intra- and intermolecular interactions. As shown by the molecular models in Figure 1e, f, h, every triple hydrogen bond (two NH–O and one NH–N) between melamine and NTCDI is formed through combination of the diimide termination on both ends of the NTCDI molecule and melamine. In the STM images, melamine molecules appear darker than NTCDI molecules due to their lower density of states; thus, every tetramer consisting of one melamine and three NTCDI molecules in a ring structure appears as three-spot motif. Interestingly, the molecular models in Figure 1e, f reveal that the single-to-second layer domain boundaries observed in the large-area surveys are formed by NTCDI noncovalent dimerization (via two N–H···O=C hydrogen bonds). The length of the NTCDI dimer (L2) is 2.20 ± 0.05 nm, corresponding to twice the value of a single NTCDI molecule (L1 = 1.04 ± 0.05 nm, in Figure 1d). Note that these domain boundaries were also observed without an accompanying second-layer, but never in 20% methanol solutions. This points toward NTCDI-pairing being a phenomenon occurring between two first-layers, which can be weakened with increased solution polarity. Meanwhile, a second layer can fully overlap one or two crystalline domains to the sides of the boundary. The crystalline domain formation can be monitored at the HOPG/network peripheries. Interestingly, the bilayer was found to expand directly from bilayer domain peripheries with a single growth rate and no preferred hexagonal symmetry direction on the pristine surface. Figure 1g shows a time lapse sequence of STM data, whereby the bilayer crystal growth can be estimated as $1.3 \pm 0.3 \text{ nm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \text{per nm of island perimeter length}$, or 0.8 molecules nm$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. Because the domain boundaries are immobile and the bilayer does not overgrow single layers, we conclude that it preferentially expands as a bilayer. Consequently, wherever the surface shows NTCDI-pairing defects (cf. Figure 1a)—and hence a domain boundary—the bilayer growth terminates.

Concerning the vdW 2D-to-3D stacking configuration, it is clear that the second layer has the same pattern as the first layer, the experimental unit cell parameters of the second layer being a = 2.8 ± 0.1 nm, b = 2.8 ± 0.1 nm, which are identical with previously published values. The full (face-to-face) overlap of the second layer with the first can be unambiguously proven due to the strong mismatch of the experimental images with the molecular models showing alternate 2D vdW-stacking (Supporting Information Figure S5). We have previously reported that shifted, as opposed to face-to-face vdW, stacking occurs in order to avoid the electrostatic repulsion of carbonyl moieties between adlayers. Additionally, stacking of 2D layers has been reported in melamine and cyauracil acid cocrystals, where melamine and cyauracil acid stack face-to-face due to favored electrostatics at close interlayer distances (3.17 Å). Therefore, we suggest here that the interplay between higher vdW interactions (through the use of larger aromatic molecules) and reduced local electrostatic interactions (due to H-bonding), enables face-to-face vdW stacking of supramolecular networks, hence constituting prototype 3D supramolecular nanoporous frameworks. To give evidence of this, we investigated the energy dependence of vdW stacking between one melamine–NTCDI layer on top of another with the MMFF force field using a graphene substrate and periodic boundary conditions. After a local geometrical minimization of the top dimer fully eclipsing the bottom dimer (with a D3 stacking distance of 3.8 Å, Figure 1h), we translated the top dimer in X,Y to generate the energy map depicted in Figure 1. The most favorable stacking energy during translation is found at a circle radius of 2–3 Å around the face-to-face stacking saddle point in Figure 1h. As expected, this shift is considerably smaller than the one found for the case of shifted vdW adlayers (shift ~15 Å), arising from electrostatic repulsion calculated with the same force field.

Altogether, supramolecular 2D and 2D-to-3D growth with large crystalline domains develop best in the presence of a polar solvent such as methanol (Supporting Information Figure S1c), where only the strongest, triple H-bonds are favored. Decreasing solution polarity weakens molecule–solvent interactions and, hence, dispersion forces dominate, which maximize the contact surface between layers. As a result, aligned vertical growth is induced spontaneously. In addition, a decreasing solution polarity also provokes NTCDI pairing "defect" domain boundaries, constituted by double H-bonds only. These boundaries, however, are an important reference for studying 2D-to-3D growth by STM.
Figure 2. (a) High resolution STM image of CVD-grown graphene on copper foil with tunneling parameters of $I_t = 80$ pA, $V_t = 20$ mV. (b) Melamine–NTCDI network self-assembled at the solid–liquid interface on graphene/Cu with tunneling parameters of $I_t = 30$ pA, $V_t = -50$ mV. The ratio of melamine and NTCDI is 5 μM:8 μM.

Figure 3. (a) High resolution STM image of a hydrogenated diamond surface obtained under ambient conditions with tunneling parameters of $I_t = 8$ pA, $V_t = 300$ mV. (b) Differential conductance $dI/dV$ versus sample bias spectra for the hydrogenated diamond surface shown in (a). (c) STM image of transferred CVD-grown graphene on the hydrogenated diamond surface with tunneling parameters of $I_t = 80$ pA, $V_t = 20$ mV. Inset: Close-up of honeycomb structure of graphene with the unit cell of $a = 2.37 \pm 0.10$ Å and $b = 2.43 \pm 0.10$ Å. (d) Differential conductance $dI/dV$ versus sample bias spectra for the G/H–C(100) template shown in (c). The z scales for (a) and (c) are 2.97 and 2.71 Å, respectively.

With a system capable of forming 3D reticulate nanoporous networks, self-assembly on technologically relevant platforms can be tackled. This task is facilitated by considering the relation between HOPG and multilayer graphene, suggesting that assembly protocols on HOPG may be similarly applicable with graphene-passivated substrates. This argument has been recently supported by first case studies$^{29–32}$ and is corroborated by the STM data reproduced in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows a typical high resolution STM image of CVD-grown graphene on copper foil (G/Cu). In contrast to HOPG, where every second ($\beta$-site) carbon atom is visible in the STM under large tip–sample distances,$^{33}$ in graphene, $\alpha$- and $\beta$-site atoms appear of equal intensity.$^{34}$ A few model hexagons are superimposed on the image to demonstrate the graphene honeycomb lattice. The corresponding unit cell is $a = 2.39 \pm 0.10$ Å and $b = 2.35 \pm 0.10$ Å, as previously reported in STM investigations.$^{33,35,36}$
Moreover, Figure 2b reveals that the melamine–NTCDI network forms a continuous 2D porous network on the G/Cu surface, with a unit cell of $a = 2.7 \pm 0.1$ nm and $b = 2.8 \pm 0.1$ nm. In addition, the melamine–NTCDI network was found to extend seamlessly across the surface defects inherited from the underlying copper substrate (shown in Figure 2b).

Inspired by these findings, the network formation can be explored on the graphene/H–C(100) diamond platform, the latter being of technological importance, transient (See Supporting Information Figure S6), conductive and atomically flat. In particular, the fabrication of graphene-based devices provides an impetus to the planar $sp^3$–$sp^3$ carbon-on-carbon technology. Figure 3a shows the STM topography of the H–C(100) surface where rows correspond to CH–CH dimer of the reconstructed surface, with an apparent roughness of $\sim 0.3 \, \text{Å}$ on a length scale of 100 nm. The dimer rows run in orthogonal directions due to the existence of nanometer-sized surface domains. In a subsequent step, to obtain an all-carbon $sp^3$–$sp^3$ transparent platform comprising a single graphene layer atop the diamond substrate, we transferred CVD graphene from copper foil to the hydrogenated diamond (for details see Supporting Information Figure S7). As shown in Figure 3c, CVD graphene transferred on H–C(100) diamond (G/H–C(100)) features a much lower roughness, making it ideal for long-range macroscopic patterning of molecularly precise supramolecular assemblies.

The electronic properties of the hybrid system are assessed by tunneling spectroscopy measurements and reveal marked changes following the graphene sheet transfer. The pertaining differential current–voltage curves for diamond and graphene are presented in Figure 3b and 3d, respectively. The spectrum depicted in Figure 3b is obtained from the diamond surface with hydrogen termination and shows a zero-current inflection point at around $-1.2 \, \text{V}$ in good agreement with previous studies from Lud et al., which is tentatively assigned to the material’s doping. By contrast, the G/H–C(100) conductance signature shows a clearly different behavior with a rather symmetric onset of transport characteristics and steep voltage-dependent increases in both the negative and positive bias regime. Despite these peculiar electronic features, regular melamine–NTCDI networks are readily expressed on the all-carbon hybrid platform, as shown by the exemplary STM data in Figure 4a (for a large-scale image, cf. Supporting Information Figure S9). However, when the melamine–NTCDI network self-assembles onto the desired G/H–C(100) template, strong inhomogeneities in the contrast topography of each NTCDI molecule appear (cf. Figure 4a inset); line profiles in Figure 4c reveal differences of $1 \, \text{Å}$. We tentatively assign the bright spots to single NTCDI molecules that are vdW-stacked on NTCDI molecules of the underlying network layer. Such aggregation tendency appears to oppose the 3D studies on HOPG, where the bilayer is reported to grow as a single entity. However, also on HOPG, when the surface is fully covered, few molecules with higher apparent heights can be individually observed to adsorb on top of a network (Supporting Information Figure S2). In fact, such aggregation tendency makes extended networks on G/H–C(100) difficult to image with high resolution (Supporting Information Figure S8). Despite this drawback, porous structures in the first and second layers can be clearly inferred from inspecting the data shown Figure 4a.

The line profile in Figure 4b reveals apparent height differences between the bottom and top network of a magnitude corresponding to that observed on HOPG: the height of the first layer is around $1.5 \, \text{Å}$ with respect to the pore holes; the height of the second layer, depicted in blue color, amounts to $2.6 \, \text{Å}$. Particularly, in the zoom-in image (Supporting Information Figure S9), even tetramers on top of the second layer, that is, a third network layer with an apparent height of $3.5 \, \text{Å}$, can be observed.

It is important to note that extended third-layer crystalline networks were never identified. We tentatively attribute this to the low solution concentrations used, which are a requirement for avoiding phase separation. Thus, it is suggested that dedicated self-assembly instrumentation with microscopic
pressure, temperature, flow and stoichiometry control for multilayer formations could provide the necessary exquisite physicochemical control for vdW noncovalent synthesis or self-assembly of 3D macromolecular architectures.

In summary, we have fabricated a prototype 3D supramolecular framework on an all-carbon transparent hybrid sp²–sp³ platform at the solid–liquid interface and ambient conditions. The platform consists of CVD graphene transferred to a technologically relevant high-quality hydrogenated CVD diamond substrate. Comparative studies of the nanomaterials on HOPG allowed to extract growth rates of the bilayers and showed how solvent controls the tendency of the bilayers to form boundaries, reflecting NTCDI–NTCDI interactions. Moreover, molecular mechanics studies gave insight into the preferential face-to-face vdW stacking of melamine–NTCDI dimers. Our work demonstrates how precise π-stacking of a polyaromatic molecule is possible in a bicomponent supramolecular network. These findings are especially important for the fabrication and optimization of organic semiconductor devices toward self-assembly assisted 3D molecular printing. In this context, our study already introduces a promising electrode and modular architecture for molecularly precise optoelectronic or photovoltaic device elements.
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4.2 Photoresponse of Supramolecular Self-Assembled Networks on Graphene - Diamond Interfaces

The publication titled 'Photoresponse of supramolecular self-assembled networks on graphene - diamond interfaces' is presented in this section. The assembly process of active dye components approaching atomically-precise spatial disposition is studied. The results present a significant advance towards molecularly precise (multilayer organic) optoelectronic devices with modular control in three dimensions.

Solar cells based on organic dyes or pigments are studied since the late 1950s [131] due to their potentially low costs in the fabrication process including methods as spin-coating [132], printing [133] or self-assembly [134]. However, the structure of the interface which is formed between surface and active dye as well as the orientation of the dye within the thin film is barely known. STM is a powerful tool to image structures down to the atomic level and thus to control the reproducible formation of the device at the atomic scale.

Here, a supramolecular network consisting of a terrylene diimide derivative dye (TDI) and melamine is employed to form a self-assembled bicomponent hydrogen bonded network on carbon supports, namely HOPG and graphene transferred on hydrogenated diamond (GHD). TDI belongs to the group of rylene dyes which are based on naphthalene units linked in the peri position and show outstanding chemical, thermal and photochemical stability [9]. In addition, rylenes have extended \( \pi \)-systems which allow to control and tune the optical properties. TDI exhibit the same binding moieties as NTCDI, as previously described in section 4.1, forming triple hydrogen bonded bicomponent supramolecular networks. In the presented paper, the self-assembly process of TDI and melamine is studied in TCB by STM at the solid-liquid interface on HOPG and GHD. The network exhibits an extended long-range ordered honeycomb structure. Since GHD is transparent, it offers the possibility to study the optical properties of self-assembled networks in back illumination geometries: the spectroscopic characterization can be performed by UV-vis transmission spectroscopy or upon back illumination in a STM. For these photoresponse experiments, the 2D layer is contacted with a Ga (or EGaIn) droplet as top electrode to measure current-voltage (I-V) characteristics. Our results show, that a bottom-up approach can be used to characterize the first macroscopic photoresponse of a bicomponent network.

The UV-vis and photoresponse experiments were performed by Sarah Wieghold together with Juan Li at the Physics Department E20 of TUM. Both authors contributed equally to this work.
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Photoresponse of supramolecular self-assembled networks on graphene-diamond interfaces
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Nature employs self-assembly to fabricate the most complex molecularly precise machinery known to man. Heteromolecular, two-dimensional self-assembled networks provide a route to spatially organize different building blocks relative to each other, enabling synthetic molecularly precise fabrication. Here we demonstrate optoelectronic function in a near-to-monolayer molecular architecture approaching atomically defined spatial disposition of all components. The active layer consists of a self-assembled terylene-based dye, forming a bicomponent supramolecular network with melamine. The assembly at the graphene-diamond interface shows an absorption maximum at 740 nm whereby the photoresponse can be measured with a gallium counter electrode. We find photocurrents of 0.5 nA and open-circuit voltages of 270 mV employing 19 mW cm$^{-2}$ irradiation intensities at 710 nm. With an ex situ calculated contact area of 9.9 × 10$^7$ μm$^2$, an incident photon to current efficiency of 0.6% at 710 nm is estimated, opening up intriguing possibilities in bottom-up optoelectronic device fabrication with molecular resolution.
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lemental crystals, interfaces and (macro)molecules have become integral parts of modern semiconductor devices which are shaping twenty-first century technology. Thus far, the first generation of organic semiconductor devices, for example, light-emitting diodes \(^1\) and photovoltaics \(^2\), are based on (macro)molecules processed with a wide range of methods in an effort to make them compatible with the capabilities of the semiconductor industry. These methods consist mainly of thin film technologies, including spin-coating \(^3\), sublimation \(^4\), printing \(^5\), crystallization \(^6\) and self-assembly \(^7\) fabrication procedures or combinations thereof \(^8\). However, the aforementioned strategies have been often centred around the fabrication and the tuning of the properties of the (macro)molecular active components in thin films \(^9\,\^10\).

Consequently, spatial orientation of both the active layer's components and their interfaces are not usually known with atomic precision. Thus, a posteriori characterization techniques are required and the final absolute atomic-scale spatial constellation of the device as a whole is rarely reproducible. Although an atomically precise layout of the constituting components is not always required for a device's function, it may be critical for its optimization \(^11\). For instance, sensitizing interfaces with molecules was early recognized \(^12\) as efficient means to photovoltaic charge generation. By optimizing the sensitizer surface area, this strategy became technically viable \(^13\) \(^14\). Similarly, by improving chemical precision over donor and acceptor polymers \(^15\), organic solar cell efficiencies grew rapidly \(^16\). Thus, it is clear that for a transition to a second generation of organic device engineering, their constituents must be fabricated not only with high interfacial and chemical control but also with exquisite spatio-temporal heteromolecular precision, where the absolute location of different molecular components is mastered and precisely known a priori. So far, device elements approaching such molecular precision employ single-molecule configurations \(^17\,\^18\), which are not yet ready to be implemented for large-area technological applications. One strategy for large-area, artificial molecularly precise device fabrication is to grow architectures from the bottom-up \(^19\), at interfaces with solutions \(^20\) or under vacuum. Supramolecular hydrogen bonded \(^21\,\^22\), metal-organic \(^23\,\^24\) or covalent \(^25\) \(^26\) multi-component surface-confined networks provide a route to precisely organize different building blocks relative to each other in two dimensions (2D). These 2D surface assemblies can be engineered \(^28\,\^29\) with increasing level of prediction \(^30\,\^31\) to afford device functionalities, improved device performance. In addition, 2D networks can act as templates for the growth of three-dimensional networks \(^23\,\^25\), paving the road towards vertical heteromolecular control via monolayer-by-monolayer growth. Such architectures may present precise interpenetrated morphologies \(^33\) with ideal nanoporous and columnar order, which have long been considered optimum configurations for organic solar cells \(^11\) \(^35\).

Here we demonstrate the photoresponse of a bicomponent supramolecular network (Fig. 1a) on transparent, graphene-passivated H-C(100) diamond (GHD) and employing a gallium droplet as a counter electrode (Fig. 1b). The network is built with a chromophore, consisting of a terpyridine diimide (TDI) derivative (1) and melanine (2). After initial molecular characterization by means of scanning tunneling microscopy, we show generated photocurrents of \((0.5 \pm 0.2)\) nA and photovoltages of \((270 \pm 120)\) mV at \(19\) mW cm\(^{-2}\) irradiation intensities at \(710\) nm (uncertainties are s.d. in tenths of measurements for different sample preparations). We find incident photon to electron efficiencies (IPCE) at \(710\) nm of \((0.6 \pm 0.25)\)% when estimating the contact area \(ex\) situ, yielding photocurrent densities of \((47 \pm 5)\) \(\mu\)A cm\(^{-2}\). Our work introduces bottom-up supramolecular network engineering on 2D materials for molecularly precise function with atomically defined interfaces.

Results

Chemical design and synthesis. Heteromolecular recognition between tritopic melanine and complementary ditopic linkers via hydrogen bond formation was introduced as means to achieve hexagonal supramolecular architectures \(^31\) \(^35\). By proper chemical design, the complementary linker can be engineered \(^31\) \(^37\) for self-assembly with increasing level of predictability at the solid-liquid interface, thereby decreasing the content of poorly ordered and glassy phases. For instance, we have previously shown that peripheral substitution of the linker favours the formation of networks over tightly packed patterns \(^22\). Further, the linker can be imbued with functional properties. Rylene dyes are poly(p-phenyl-alkyl)-based \(^38\) that show a high photostability \(^39\), which make them preferred constituents for application in optoelectronic devices. Extending the \(n\)-system of the dye allows for tuning the optical properties and thus, shifting the absorption maximum to higher wavelengths. At the same time, rylene are known to be amongst the most efficient organic absorbers \(^30\) \(^40\). Thus, rylene are promising for the infrared regime with high transparency in the visible spectrum, for use in the next generation of facade and window building technology \(^41\). By introducing diimide terminations, the molecules acquire the supramolecular moiety necessary for triple hydrogen bond complementary recognition with the melanine cornerstone. Substituents at the bay position are used to improve the solubility \(^38\) and favour porous network formation. Thus a novel TDI, bearing NH groups in the inside structure, is synthesized according to Fig. 2 (see Supplementary Methods for details). The presence of NH groups makes the solubility poor and purification of the rylene dyes rather difficult. Therefore, we use bulky 2,6-diisopropylphenyl groups in the starting one-pot reaction of perylene monomide \(3\) and naphthalene monomide \(4\) to create the soluble compound \(5\). After bromination and phenylation steps, tetra(\(r\)-octylenoxy) substituted \(7\), showing outstanding solubility \(^42\), can be used in the following. Hydrolysis of the imide groups under basic conditions, results in bis-anhydride \(8\) which is reacted with ammonium acetate to afford the target \(1\). In both cases the presence of four voluminous \(r\)-octylenoxy groups made purification and processing possible. Comparing with soluble perylene diimide (PDI) analogues, TDIs have higher absorption coefficients, which render TDI a better light-harvesting efficiency \(^43\). Moreover, the additional naphthalene unit in the TDI structure separates the tetraphenoxo groups and makes the TDI molecules less twisted, which decreases the inter-chain interactions and increased absorptivity \(^30\) \(^40\) render the engineered TDI supramolecular assembled advantageous over shorter PDI assemblies \(^44\) \(^45\).

Scanning tunneling microscopy characterization. The successful formation of highly regular 2D supramolecular networks between \(1\) and \(2\) has been investigated \(ex\) situ (on a model substrate) and \(in\) situ (in the device configuration) by means of scanning tunneling microscopy. Self-assembly experiments involved applying a mixture of \(1\) and \(2\) in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) with 1-5% of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), first on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG, Fig. 3a\(c\)) and then on transparent platforms made by graphene transferred to hydrogenated H-C(100) diamond (GHD). In the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images, molecular features can be resolved. Figure 3a shows how the observed hexagonal supramolecular features perfectly match the expected chemical structure in Fig. 3b. The molecular geometry was optimized with the
MMVF molecular force field. The 2D fast Fourier transform in Fig. 3c provides evidence for the regularity in the monolayer supported on HOPG. At GHD, only nanocrystalline hexagonal domains with sizes of tens of nanometres are monitored (Fig. 3d). Defects and impurities on GHD make the extended growth of crystalline bicomponent networks challenging, as discussed below. The experimental unit cell parameters for the network formation on GHD amount to $a = (3.9 \pm 0.2)$ nm and $b = (4.0 \pm 0.2)$ nm and $a:b = 0.92 \pm 0.01$, which are in perfect agreement with the values measured on HOPG.

UV-visible measurements. With an atomically flat and transparent platform such as GHD, capable of supporting the bimolecular 2D self-assembly, optical spectral properties of crystalline supramolecular layers can now be investigated. Thus, UV-vis absorption measurements were performed to distinguish between changes in the spectrum of 1 upon hydrogen bond recognition with 2. The absorption spectra of $(5 \pm 1) \mu l$ of the pristine 1 in a $12 \mu M$ TCB solution and the pure TCB solvent on the diamond supported graphene surface are shown in Fig. 4a. Two distinct absorption peaks at 665 and 735 nm can be distinguished. This corresponds to a bathochromic shift of 46 and 66 nm with respect to UV-vis measurements in solution (Supplementary Fig. 1). Note that the TCB solvent used for the drop-casting shows no absorption in that wavelength range. The absorption peak-to-baseline signal of 1, 0.012 at 735 nm (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for absolute absorption units), is indicative of approximately a monolayer of 1 when compared with the absorbance of monolayer perylene tetracarboxylic anhydride on graphene, $0.007$ at 702 nm. The molar attenuation coefficient of perylene tetracarboxylic anhydrides and PDIs$^{50}$ of $5 \times 10^7 M^{-1} cm^{-1}$ is half the one of analogue TDI derivatives$^{49}$, close to $1 \times 10^{5} M^{-1} cm^{-1}$, at the respective absorbance maxima. When $(5 \pm 1) \mu l$ solutions of 1 and 2 with a concentration ratio of $12 \mu M$ to $8 \mu M$ are applied to the sample, a fivefold reduction of the signal of 1 is observed along with a bathochromic shift of the absorbance maximum to $(740 \pm 5)$ nm (Fig. 4b, uncertainties are s.d. between four different preparations). At least a 1,5-fold reduction in the absorbance is expected when comparing the molecular density of molecules of 1 $(0.31 \ nm^{-1})$ with that of molecules of 1 in the 1+2 network $(0.21 \ nm^{-1})$. Incidentally, a fourfold reduction of the absorbance maximum is also prominent in π-stacks of perylenes$^{49}$, in part due to specific surface reduction$^{50,51}$. Because the reduction of the absorbance is not an effect of variations in the drop-cast solution volume or concentration (see Supplementary Fig. 1), we suggest it is the combined effect of a looser packing (increased unit cell) of 1+2 and its aforementioned π-stacking$^{52}$.

Photoresponse characteristics. To preserve pristine molecular interfaces aiming at molecular precision, a gallium droplet has been used to soft-contact the supramolecular network. Current-
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Figure 3 | STM images showing the assembly of 1 + 2 on graphite and graphene-passivated H-C(100) diamond substrates. (a) STM constant current image of 1 + 2 (16 µM; 10 µM) and underlying HOPG interface. Scale bar, 2 nm. (b) Molecular model minimized by the MMFF force field, the hexagonal size corresponding to the theoretical unit cell is \( a = b = 4.2 \text{nm} \) and the pore diameter is \( d = 4.6 \text{nm} \). Scale bar, 2 nm. (c) STM large-area constant height image (12 µM:8 µM). (inset) 2D fast Fourier transform showing the high crystallinity of the assembly on HOPG. Unit cell \( a = (4.1 \pm 0.2) \text{nm} \), \( b = (4.3 \pm 0.2) \text{nm} \) and \( a/b = 65 \pm 2^\circ \). Scale bar 20 nm. (d) Gaussian-filtered STM constant current image of 1 + 2 on GHD. Unit cell \( a = (3.9 \pm 0.2) \text{nm} \) and \( b = (4.0 \pm 0.2) \text{nm} \) and \( a/b = 62 \pm 2^\circ \). Area 13.8 nm\(^2\). Tunneling parameters: average tunneling current \( I(1) = 20 \text{pA} \), sample voltage \( V_{(S)} = 300 \text{mV} \). Scale bar, 5.5 nm.

Figure 4 | UV-vis spectroscopy on graphene-passivated H-C(100) diamond. (a) 1 (12 µM) and pure TCB baseline spectra. (b) 1 + 2 (12 µM:8 µM) and pure TCB baseline absorbance spectra. 1 + 2 (24 µM:16 µM) is also shown as additional evidence of strong absorbance reduction upon complexation with 2.

Voltage (IV) measurements have been used to characterize the device element’s photoresponse. The top contact was fabricated by letting a liquid gallium droplet cover a blunt tungsten tip and slowly cool at room temperature (Fig. 5a). Gallium alloys have been widely used as a replacement for mercury for creating macroscopic device contacts with molecular layers.\(^{52,53}\) Our strategy consists of approaching the gallium-coated tip to the substrate and stabilizing it to a current setpoint of 2 nA at 100 mV, with the help of a modified STM. Contact and wetting of the GHD substrate by the gallium was inferred by fluorescence spectroscopy (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 2) and by measuring the current during approach of the electrode to the surface (Supplementary Fig. 3). In addition, stepwise increase of the setpoint current shows stable semiconductor characteristics up to 100 nA (Supplementary Fig. 4). The large-area IV measurements were performed on the 1 + 2 on GHD and bare GHD substrates. The IV spectra of GHD (Fig. 5c, black dotted line) and 1 + 2 on GHD (Fig. 5c, blue dotted line) were recorded with a forward sweep of 200 mVs\(^{-1}\). For obtaining the photoresponse characteristics, the current was recorded under illumination by a red light-emitting diode (LED) \( (\lambda = 710 \text{nm}) \) with a measured power of 19 mW cm\(^{-2}\). When bare GHD was employed, no photoresponse was observed (Fig. 5c, black line). Conversely, the illuminated IV curve of the 12 µM:8 µM 1 + 2 on GHD monolayer photoresponse exhibits characteristic features (Fig. 5c, red line). Under illumination, a finite current flows at zero bias voltage, the short-circuit current \( I_{SC} \). An average short-circuit current of \( I_{SC} = (0.9 \pm 0.2) \text{nA} \) and open-circuit voltage of \( V_{OC} = (270 \pm 120) \text{mV} \) were measured by illuminating the system with monochromatic light of 710 nm. Typical maximum and minimum values, from the average photoresponse characteristic, are also shown as shaded areas in Fig. 5c. In addition, IV curves were recorded by illuminating the 1 + 2 network on graphene with monochromatic light of 520 nm of 13 mW cm\(^{-2}\) (Fig. 5d), where 1 does not absorb light. Indeed, no photocurrent was generated under 520 nm light irradiation conditions where TDI does not absorb. Figure 5e,f depict the back illumination geometries employed. Figure 5g shows the stability of the photovoltage generated by the junctions as a function of light on/off cycles (employing functionalized gallium tips, see Methods). The data corresponds to \( \sim 25\% \) of various measured junctions. In the remaining junctions, a different regime is observed, where a clear increase in the current with 710 nm irradiation occurs but neither open-circuit voltage nor short-circuit current are detected (Fig. 5h). Because current-distance spectroscopy reveals a clear exponential dependence of the current with the distance, these junctions do not physically contact the substrate. Hence, this non-contact regime is attributed to a photonexcitation effect, where additional tunnelling channels are opened upon light exposure. All in all the results show that the supramolecular network based on 1 + 2 molecules specifically generates a photoresponse at the designated wavelength. It is instructive to approximate the tunnelling contact area of the gallium droplet (\( \sim 250 \mu \text{m diameter} \)) to estimate photoconversion efficiencies. By ex situ contact junctions with
Figure 5 | Photoresponse of a supramolecular network optoelectronic device element. (a) Tungsten STM tip with a gallium droplet. (b) Gallium electrode in contact with the sample before the tunneling spectroscopy measurements. (c) Current–voltage characteristics (contact regime see main text) of pristine GHD (black lines) and of 1 + 2 on GHD before (blue lines) and after (red lines) irradiation at $\lambda = 710$ nm. (d) Current–voltage characteristics before (black lines) and after (green lines) $\lambda = 520$ nm photon irradiation. Approach parameters: $I_s = 2$ nA and $V_c = 100$ mV. Striped areas indicate the maximum and minimum currents observed in more than ten curves in a single junction, while error bars indicate the standard deviation for five junctions in three samples and are reported in the main text as $I_{on} = (0.5 \pm 0.2)$ nA, $V_{oh} = (270 \pm 120)$ mV (e). Back illumination geometry with $\lambda = 710$ nm (f). Back illumination geometry with $\lambda = 520$ nm (g). Open-circuit voltage for consecutive on-off irradiation cycles at 710 nm (red lines), followed by off cycles at $\lambda = 520$ nm (green lines) of 1 + 2. Every set of six consecutive cycles was recorded with different junction (sample, tip) preparations. The constant dark voltage background for each set was subtracted (~0.05 V). For stability, these studies were performed with functionalized eutectic gallium-indium electrodes, see Methods. (h) Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (non-contact regime, see main text) for consecutive irradiation cycles 1–2 at $\lambda = 710$ nm (red lines), followed by $\lambda = 520$ nm (green lines), showing drastic changes assigned to electron tunneling through photoexcited states. Setpoint parameters: $I_s = 1$ nA, $V_c = 300$ mV. For all panels, data shown was neither filtered nor averaged. Scale bars, 250 μm.

Discussion

We have fabricated surface-confined bicomponent assemblies on GHD based on a functional dye absorbing at 740 nm. The active layer ideally consists of a self-assembled TDI-based supramolecular nanoroporous network exhibiting nanocrystalline hexagonal order. Shorter diimide-based molecules like naphthalenes have been found to stack in the third dimension through van der Waals face-to-face stacking. Thus, the employed system presents an avenue towards molecularly precise three-dimensional devices. During the measurements, atomically flat and transparent all-carbon GHD served as the photoanode, while a gallium junction was used as top cathode electrode, respectively. For sake of maintaining molecular integrity at the interface, as observed by STM in Fig. 3, a soft gallium electrode is used as a contact. The photoresponse exhibited a three order of magnitude increase in the short-circuit current, (0.5 ± 0.2) nA, with respect to the dark current (Supplementary Fig. 5) and an open-circuit voltage of (270 ± 120) mV. It is worth mentioning that average short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage for the single component I were measured as (0.09 ± 0.01) nA and (160 ± 60) mV, respectively. The reported open-circuit voltage values are close to the energy level difference between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of I and the work function of graphene. The electrode work function is 4.5 eV (ref. 54) for graphene and 4.3 eV (ref. 55) for gallium. The calculated first excitation of I occurs at 1.6 eV (775 nm) and the HOMO of I is 4.8 eV below the vacuum level (Supplementary Fig. 6).
correlation with the energy level difference might be coincidental, as the origins of the open-circuit voltage in excitonic solar cells are under intense discussion. In our setup, a full molecular monolayer is guaranteed by employing concentrations and volumes, equivalent to 3.8 × 10^13 molecules of 1 per substrate (and similar amount for 2). Considering a substrate area of 5 × 5 mm^2 and three TDI molecules per 1 + 2 unit cell area of 13.8 nm^2, a monolayer is formed with 5.4 × 10^13 TDI molecules. The higher amount of molecules applied to the substrate was employed to compensate for ring strain effects when drying drop-casting solutions (see Supplementary Fig. 1). A peak UV-vis absorbance of 0.012 at (735 ± 2) nm for 1 provides additional evidence of a molecular monolayer. Upon 1 + 2 supramolecular network formation, absorbance is reduced, as expected because the assembly of a porous architecture entails a lower molecular surface density. In addition, formation of π-aggregate layers, reduces the resulting absorbance cross section, as well as hydrogen bonding where charge transfer is likely to occur.

Our estimate on the tunneling contact area allows us to elaborate on the technological implications of photoresponsive surface assemblies. Previously reported optimized photovoltaic devices of thin films of precursor molecule 7 blended with an organic acceptor, featured IPCEs of 0.3% at 700 nm. These thin films were prepared by spin-coating solutions of 13 mg mL^-1. The comparable estimate of an IPCE of (6.6 ± 0.25)% at 710 nm for our system prepared by drop-casting a 5 μL of a solution 1,000 times more diluted (0.015 mg mL^-1 or approximately 12 μM) suggests that the photovoltaic response of few monolayers of self-assembled molecular architectures could outperform the response of bulk spin-coated materials. This is in part due to high internal quantum yields for monolayer absorbers or high collection efficiencies at interfaces, as reported for C_{65}-porphyrin mixed self-assembled dyads, natural photosystem-II, and naturally occurring 2D crystals. In our configuration, two molecular interfaces are formed, one between 1 + 2 on GHD and one between 1 + 2 and gallium oxide on gallium. The oxidative tunnelling barrier between gallium and the supramolecular assembly forms a blocking-layer that prevents the efficient collection of photogenerated electrons at the gallium electrode. We suggest that the resulting photoresponsive device element is hole-only, that is, photogenerated holes are readily collected at the graphene anode, while electrons have to tunnel to the gold cathode. It is expected that the tuning of the work function and of the appropriate tunneling junction material (for example, allowing hole-only and electron-only transport in the pertinent contacts) will radically improve the efficiency of monolayer-thin organic devices. In summary, bottom-up modular self-assembled networks and 2D materials grant access to device fabrication with molecular precision. We have shown the first macroscopic (μm scale) phototransistor characterization of a bicomponent supramolecular interfacial assembly. By ex situ estimations of the tunneling area, our non-optimized device element configuration yields an IPCE at 710 nm as high as 0.6% in air, opening novel avenues towards tandem photovoltaics from monolayer-thin sensitizers. More importantly, we highlighted how, more than a decade since the introduction of interfacial bottom-up modular self-assembly and in situ surface synthesis for atomically precise fabrication, serious efforts are still required for molecularly precise device fabrication, with high throughput, large-area, dedicated analytical methods simply lacking. Our work motivates rapid progress in molecular engineered manufacturing and monolayer-by-monolayer molecular printing methods, which potentially grant access to exponential optimization of device performance.

**Methods**

**CVD-grown graphene transfer and network formation.** The experiments were performed under ambient conditions using CVD-grown graphene (10 + 10) on a copper foil, Graphene Platform, Japan) on hydrogenated diamond (Element Six, thickness: 900 μm) substrate. A high purity diamond C(100) plate was cleaned with pure N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and isopropanol (IPA). Oxidation of the substrate was conducted with oxygen microwave plasma (TePla 100-E): 600 s at 200 W load coil power and 50 Pa oxygen pressure at a constant oxygen flow rate equivalent to 90 cm^3 min^-1. Further details can be found in the Supplementary Information. To ensure a high quality conductive termination, hydrogenation of the diamond substrate was performed in a quartz tube reactor (Seki Technotron Corp.) of a micro-waved coupled ASTEM plasma system with three steps: 750 W load 50 mbar hydrogen pressure at a constant hydrogen flow rate of 100 SLM at 700°C for 15 min; 230 W, 10 mbar hydrogen pressure, 100 SLM at 350°C for 10 min; 0 W, 10 mbar hydrogen pressure, 100 SLM at 35°C for 30 min. The hydrogenated diamond was characterized via STM (Supplementary Fig. 7). After these treatments, the graphene layer was transferred to diamond H-C(100). Melamine (Fluka, 525/09, 99.9%) was used as received. Dimethyl sulfide (DMSO), Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) and anhydrous 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) were used as solvents without further purification. Uncertainty values were derived from the standard deviation of the baseline’s linearity (Sartorius CPA224S). The solvent solutions in 10% DMSO and 90% in TCB were sonicated and heated to 80°C and a dilution was prepared in TCB with a concentration ratio of 1 + 2 of 12 μg mL^-1. The network was obtained by drop-casting (5:1) of 1 + 2 on GHD.

**Scanning tunneling microscopy**

**Scanning tunnelling microscopy measurements.** STM measurements (Agilent Technologies 5.100) were performed in constant current and constant height mode. The scanning tips were mechanically cut by polishing Fe/Al wire (80:20, Goodfellow, UK). STM data were analysed with the free WSxM software (Nanotune Electronica S.L., Spain) and pmpc software, except for Fig. 3c, which used a Gaussian filter and simultaneously plotted the apparent height across the structure. The network structures were modelled with the Merck modular force field (MFFP). Supplementary Fig. 8 reports the STM data of the molecule of 1 in HOPG.

**UV-visible absorption spectroscopy.** UV–vis measurements were performed on a UV/Vis/NIR Spectrophotometer (Lambda 900, PerkinElmer) equipped with an integrating sphere. The spectra were recorded at 20 nm intervals from 200 to 800 nm. For each measurement, the spectra were recorded at 20 nm intervals from 200 to 800 nm. The scan speeds were adjusted to get a good signal-to-noise ratio. The spectra were collected at a rate of 20 nm s^-1 using a Femo Ltd pre-amplifier. For recording the on-off cycle photovoltaics in Fig. 5g, EGaln electrodes coated with all solid films were employed for increased stability. The tunneling contact was formed using Agilent (49452S, Sigma-Aldrich) until a smooth coating was obtained and subsequently immersed in a pure solution of 1-dodecanethiol (471364, Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 min. These measurements were independently performed in Fig. 5b and a logarithmic current amplifier to avoid current saturation. Before each single tunnelling microscopy measurement, the feedback vertical position of the electrode was regulated again to a tunnelling current of 1 nA at a voltage of 100 mV and tuned off. The data were recorded with a forward sweep rate of 0.5 mV s^-1. For the illumination, a 710 nm (30 mW, 18°, Rohrer Lasertechnik, Austria) and 520 nm (9,900 mGDL, 123 mW, 30°, Nichia, Japan) LED were used. The photovoltaic detection limit of our setup is 90 mV, calculated as twice the standard deviation of the dark voltage. The acquired data in Fig. 5c,d,e,f,g correspond to stable contact junctions (no observable oscillations in the junction z axis piezo electric control nor identifiable non-contact tunnelling junction formation, see main text) among tens of different area surveys on four different samples.

**Fluorescence measurement of the Ga droplet contact area.** A Ga droplet was prepared as employed for the photocurrent measurements. The droplet was brought into tunneling contact with a thin film of fluorescent dye on HOPG surface with the same approach and current parameters used in the STM measurement. By employing a nm-thick film of an insulating dye Rhodamine B (Radiant Dyes, Wernerkichen), a contact junction forms, implying physical contact with the monolayer. The physical contact of the gallium droplet with a thick film of Rhodamine B leads to a higher deformation the droplet, increasing the contact area in comparison to the photoreceptor. Thus, the method accurately estimates an upper bound to the actual device contact area and therefore, a minimum current density and efficiency. To form the nm-thick film, HOPG was spin-coated (480 r.p.m) three times with 10 μl of a saturated solution of...
Rhodamin B in acetone, and dried between each application. The tip was retracted from the surface, fixed to a microslide and imaged under fluorescence conditions with a fluorescein microscope (Leica DMI 3000B, Wetzel). The image of the tip is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 with enhanced contrast to make the contour of the tip visible (darker area). From the raw data (grey-scale TIFF-image), the number of pixels with brightness higher than a certain threshold was extracted. From the length scale per pixel (known from calibration), the total area corresponding to the pixels was calculated. The threshold was set to a clear gap between brighter and darker pixels in the histogram and the corresponding area in the image was identified.
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4.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, the self-assembly process of two moieties, namely NTCDI and TDI in combination with a linker molecule (melamine) was studied at the solid-liquid interface. It was shown, that a highly ordered supramolecular network can spontaneously form at the interface between a solvent and a carbon-based substrate.

This bottom-up of an ordered porous host structure highlights the preferential face-to-face vdW stacking of NTCDI-melamine dimers and its influence on the ordering in the third dimension. By changing the polarity of the solvent, the transition can be influenced and directed. This prototype 3D network was successfully fabricated on carbon-based supports, HOPG and CVD graphene, allowing to choose at will an optimal platform for sp²-sp³ carbon-on-carbon optoelectronic technology.

In addition, photovoltaic response of a bicomponent supramolecular network consisting of TDI and melamine on a transparent graphene platform, GHD, was demonstrated for the first time. This technologically relevant characterization of the monolayer network was shown by using a gallium droplet as a counter electrode. The results pave the way towards atomically precise (opto)electronic technology including molecularly engineered manufacturing and printing methods.
5 Conclusion and Outlook

The recent spotlight on supported nanostructures on various support materials has attracted attention in the context of developing conversion and storage systems for renewable energy vectors. At the present stage, nanostructures have shown their great potential in combination with novel preparation methods to overcome the limitations regarding the ordering of the active layer as well as building stable configurations on the surface.

In this thesis, several approaches have been explored to generate stable functional nanostructures at the solid-liquid interface:

1. Bottom-up self-assembly of hydrogen-bonded, porous mono- and bilayer networks for cluster and nanoparticle trapping
2. Implementation of all-carbon, transparent supports, together with photoabsorbing building blocks to generate organic monolayer networks with photovoltaic response
3. Deposition of Pt clusters on engineered, transparent Au films for indirect plasmonic activation
4. Immobilization of wet-chemically synthesized Pt nanoparticles on self-assembled thiol monolayers on Au for electrocatalysis with tunable decoupling from the substrate

Where possible, these nanostructures have been studied in a twofold way, on the atomic scale by scanning tunneling microscopy techniques (ECSTM or SMA-STM) as well as on the macroscopic scale by various methods - under illumination with extended electrodes (2), by measuring the kinetics of photocatalytic (3) or by integral electrochemical characterization techniques (RDE, 4).

In detail, the following projects have been accomplished:

1. The preparation of self-assembled supramolecular bicomponent networks on all carbon-based supports was shown for NTCDI while employing melamine as a linker molecule. This bottom-up approach opened the possibility to grow ordered and long-range structures towards robust, modular and predictable 2D optoelectronic materials. The transition of 2D to 3D materials was demonstrated by changing the polarity of the solvent. Thereby, important parameters as e.g. growth rate, layer formation and intermolecular interactions were determined.

2. In addition, TDI was introduced as novel absorber material and the formation was studied with graphene attaining molecular precise disposition of all elements at the interface.
The presented results showed the first characterization of a supramolecular network and its macroscopic photoresponse under monochromatic illumination. This results will open the possibility to scale up the device configuration and measure its photoresponse under standard conditions. Further, it can help to build stacked monolayer photovoltaic elements by intercalating dye molecules between 2D electrode materials as e.g. layers of graphene.

3. Unselected platinum clusters were employed to decorate a plasmonically active thin gold film. A structured thin gold film was fabricated exhibiting a long-range and extended island structure allowing for plasmon excitation in the Kretschmann configuration. It was shown, that the excitation of surface plasmons reduce the tunneling current while acting as a rectified DC component in the tunneling junction. In addition, the indirect coupling of gold plasmons into platinum clusters lowered the tunneling barrier and thus, an enhanced tunneling signal was seen on the clusters. This enhanced catalytic behavior was demonstrated by the oxidative decomposition of MB at ambient conditions. The presented results open a new possibility to couple surface plasmons indirectly into small clusters by employing a plasmonically active support. The presented results can help to clarify the generation of carriers which are responsible for the electrical properties of a device. Further, the electric field can be tuned at the junction resulting in a Stark effect which allows to gain informations of band gap changes as well as transition moments.

4. The last part focused on supported nanoparticles on a gold and SAM pre-covered gold support. Platinum NPs were wet-chemically synthesized by the polyol-approach allowing for a narrow size distribution of the particles without the use of protective ligands. Electrochemically measurements revealed a ripening process of the particles by a decrease in the electrochemical active area. Further, surface studies proved that the particles undergo a flattening process on the bare gold surface towards a monolayer monoatomic in height. A SAM was employed to decouple the properties of the particles and act as a blocking layer preventing the particles to flatten. It was demonstrated that the particles penetrate through the densely packed film creating a similar monolayer as on the bare gold substrate. This mechanism could be attributed to the strong platinum-gold interaction. The presented results gave an insight into the metallization of organic surfaces in which the self-assembled monolayer of alkanethiols represents an excellent model system to mimic an interface which is essential in molecular electronics. Since SAMs can be understood as the most elementary form of organic ultrathin film materials, it is important to understand the fundamental details of formation and stability.
Summarizing the presented results, engineering of novel nanostructures at the molecular and supramolecular level opened the way of new fabrication methods in materials design. Since the building blocks can exhibit a variety of functionalities at many length scales, they are prime candidates in nanodevice fabrications. Particularly in combination with the bottom-up approach, new strategies can be developed to arrange and self-assemble the building blocks with atomic precision at the solid-liquid interface. It could be shown how existing limitations in the fabrication process can be overcome, showing new strategies in the context of charge separation, transport properties or the enhancement of chemical reactions. With this insights, new systems can be developed which are low-cost while exhibiting high device efficiencies. In addition, a platform was created which allows to investigate systematically the micro- and macroscopic aspects of supported nanostructures in electrochemical experiments.

The results presented in this thesis show a route for future manufacturing methods in molecular engineering and layer-by-layer printing, quantum-domain plasmonic systems in nanoplasmonic devices and engineering of metal-SAM junctions.
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Appendix A

RHK Parameters

The D/A output channel on the rear panel, which is used to drive the coarse approach, must be connected with a BNC cable to the input on the rear panel of the SPM100 (External controls/Inertial input to Output A (D/A1)). Further, a BNC cable must be used to connect Bias#1 and Output A (D/A2). The configuration of the piezos used in this setup is set according to RHK Manual (SPM 1000, Revision 8.5) to configuration H. Here, all scan signals (X, Y and Z) and offset signals (X and Y) are applied to the scanner piezo. The signals of the coarse approach are applied to the 3 base piezos. Additionally, the Z-offset signal is applied to the scanner piezo.

In general, two preamplifiers are implemented in the scan head. They belong to the IVP line of high performance current amplifiers designed for low noise STM experiments (RHK Technology Inc.). In this setup, an IVP-200 and IVP-300 current amplifier are used. The IVP-200 outputs -100mV per 1 nA of input current. The maximum input current is 100 nA which will generate a -10 V output (gain $10^8$). The IVP-300 outputs -1 V per 1 nA of input current. The maximum input current is 10 nA which will generate a -10 V output (gain $10^9$). In addition, a programmable preamplifier is in line after the first amplification stage (IVP-PGA) with a unity gain of x1, x10 and x100 and a bandwidth ranging from 500Hz to 150kHz. The RHK control electronic is configured that a positive tunneling current results from a positive bias. Since both IVP first stage preamplifiers (200 and 300) are inverting amplifiers, the PGA has to be set as an inverting amplifier.

In the modified setup, two FEMTO® preamplifier are used, LCA-S and DLPCA-200. They are connected to the cubus and the tunneling output is directly connected with a BNC cable to the rear panel of the SPM100 to the input feedback select. The LCA-S is a low noise current amplifier with a gain up to $10^{13}$ V/A and a bandwidth of 400kHz. It has an input noise down to 180 aA/sqrtHz. The DLPCA-200 has a variable transimpedance gain ranging from $10^3$ to $10^{11}$ V/A with a bandwidth up to 500kHz. Its switchable AC/DC coupling and 10Hz low pass filter can be used to adapt the amplifier to varying scanning conditions. The input noise is down to 4.3 fA/sqrtHz with a rise time down to 700 ns.
Piezo Calibration

The piezo calibration parameters for the X, Y and Z directions are stored in a RHK file which is initialized when the SPM100 controller is switched on (Tab. 1). After initializing, the out-of-range LED on the front panel of the SPM100 must be on. The main menu is opened by clicking on the NAV (navigation) and Acq (real time Acquisition) button. Under the tab Acq/settings/configure hardware settings/gain the proper gain has to be inserted in the pre-amp gain (volt/current) tab depending on the used preamplifier. In the same window under head/scanner the calibration factors for the piezo voltages are displayed. To calibrate the piezos, a known surface is imaged and the respective calibration factors have to be calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Piezo</th>
<th>Calibration factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X motion/piezo volt</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y motion/piezo volt</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z linear motion</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X,Y offsets</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z analog</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Approach parameters

For approaching the tip to the sample, the parameters can be set in the NAV window. Under NAV/tip approach/motor setup the approach parameters can be entered. The used parameters are shown in Fig. 27. The beetle type STM uses a stick and slip mechanism, also called kinetic approach system for the coarse approach. By slowly expanding and then quickly contracting the piezo, a translation along the axes can be produced. For this approach mode, the tip retract mode is chosen. The scanner piezo is retracted, the base piezos make a motion cycle followed by
a fully extension of the scanner piezo to allow the tip to approach the sample with the feedback loop active. The software monitors the Z signal to determine if the tip can be stabilized above the threshold value (current setpoint). If this value is not reached, the piezo retracts followed by the next motion cycle. Each cycle needs about 1 s depending on the feedback loops proportional and integral (PI) parameters (gain and time constant on the front panel of the SPM100). The approach threshold can be set to values between ±100%. 100% means the approach stops and the scanner piezo is fully retracted, whereas a value of -100% indicates that the piezo is fully extended. The value of 0%, which is chosen in this setup, means that the tip approaches until it is just past the midpoint of the feedback range. The feedback delay is set to 192 ms (it is the amount of time the signal remained above the threshold and if so, the approach stopped assuming the tip is in range). The signal threshold should be chosen to be always below the setpoint knob or the approach will continue until the tip is fully retracted and then a crash occurred. The test delay is only relevant when signal test or feedback detect modes are chosen as approach modes.

In the next tabs adjust steps, retract steps and approach steps the number of steps can be set which are made when the piezo is in range. Adjust steps is equal to the number of steps that will be made by clicking on the “+” and “-” button in the NAV window. For the kinetics of the primary waveform a normal sawtooth voltage is applied to drive the base piezo tubes. The approach amplitude in this setup is set to 1.54 nm. It is the distance to move each step while in automatic approach mode. The retract amplitude is only used when the retract button in the NAV window is used. Fast approach/fast retract sets the value which will be applied to the piezos when the fast in or fast out buttons are pressed in the NAV window. The amount of time in which one cycle should be completed is entered in under period. The filter period is 0 s which means that no filtering is applied and the waveform will be generated at the maximum possible rate of 250 kHz of the DT3016 board. A symmetric sawtooth is generated by using a value of 0 in the asymmetry box. The adjust amplitude sets the distance moved each time a button is pressed in the NAV window. The motion per D/A volt determines how much volts are applied to achieve the entered value. The cycle delay is only used when fast motions are taking place and determines the time between each coarse step. In Fig. 28 the voltage displayed on the oscilloscope can be seen if proper values for the coarse approach and PI controller are set.

**Spectrum analyzer**

In the Acq window, the FFT (spectrum analyzer) can be used to test the preamplifiers. Fig. 29 shows the FFT spectra. If the preamplifiers work properly, a low signal should be present in the
Figure 28: Left: scanner piezo voltage, right: sawtooth voltage applied to the base piezos.

range between 4 Hz to 200 Hz (IVP-200 < 5 fA/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}, IVP-300 < 11 fA/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}).

Figure 29: Left: FFT spectra of IVP-200 and right: IVP-300 recorded with the spectrum analyzer of the XPMPro software.

STS parameters

For STS measurements, the settings can be modified under the Acq/settings/spectroscopy tab (Fig. 30). Under the control tab, the parameters for measuring current - distance (I-z) and current - voltage (I-V) curves can be set. The feedback should be off during the voltage sweep. Samples/point is used to make an average of measurements for each voltage step. In addition, the setup rate, spectrum delay, sweep rate and sample delay can be set in this tab. The setup rate determines the rate to change the voltage from zero to the first value and from the final value back to zero. The spectrum delay is the delay to wait after the output reaches the initial value before reading the first point. The sweep rate is the rate the voltage is changed from the output value to the next voltage value. The pre-sample delay is the amount of time to wait after each voltage step is reached.
Troubleshooting RHK

The HV boards generate output voltages of max. ±215 V. Board #1: XY Scan Driver, Board #2: XY Offset Driver, Board #3: Z Driver. Each board is placed into slot 2 (Offset driver) with the three jumper set to S1: 2-3, S2: 1-2, S3: 1-2 in which the X and Y offset knobs are connected to the ±X and ±Y outputs. The +X and +Y outputs should produce a voltage ranging from -215 V to +215 V; the -X and -Y outputs from +215 V to -215 V. The Z driver has only two HV amplifiers and a signal can only be detected on the positive outputs of X and Y. The -X/+X, -Y/+Y scan signals and Z scan signal are used for the approach as well as for fast movements. There are 2 possible configurations for the approach:

1. -X/+X/-Y/+Y scan signals are used for the approach by applying a signal to the 4 ring electrodes of the scanner piezo (if jumper S1 on board #1 is set to 1-2).

2. If the jumper on board #1 is set to 2-3, the cylindrical electrode of the scanner piezo is used for the approach by applying only the Z scan signal to the electrode.

The offset signals of -X/+X/-Y/+Y are applied to the base piezos for fast movements and approach (Tab. 3). All other signals should show a signal of +215 V when no movement takes place; -215 V will be applied to the piezos when a fast movement takes place (Tab. 4).
Table 2: DAC output for coarse approach connected to an oscilloscope. The respective voltages for X-offset are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel x10</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Retract</th>
<th>Fast In</th>
<th>Fast Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-X offset</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X offset</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: DAC output for coarse approach connected to an oscilloscope. The respective voltages for approach, retract, fast in and fast out are shown for all piezo motions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel x10</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Retract</th>
<th>Fast In</th>
<th>Fast Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-X scan</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X scan</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Y scan</td>
<td><img src="image17.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image19.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image20.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Y scan</td>
<td><img src="image21.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image22.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image23.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image24.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z scan</td>
<td><img src="image25.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image26.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image27.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image28.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Unpublished Results

Mechanistic Details on the Flattening Mechanisms of Supported Platinum Nanoparticles on Gold and Thiol-Terminated Self-Assembled Monolayers

Platinum is the most important electrocatalyst material employed in fuel cells towards alternative energy generation sources achieving high power-conversion efficiencies [29]. However, there is an arising demand to stabilize these particles on the surface in order to prevent degradation mechanisms including platinum dissolution, Ostwald ripening, agglomeration, particle detachment or carbon corrosion [18, 135]. This degradation implies a reduction of the ECSA and thus, a loss of chemical activity. To gain more insights into the mechanistic details, SAMs are prime candidates to minimize the adhesion between the substrate and the metal NP [19] while tailoring the interfacial properties of the interface [58]. Especially, n-alkanethiols either functionalized with thiols [36, 136] or thiocyanates [64, 73] as headgroup bear the potential to form ordered structures on gold supports. Since the discovery of SAMs in 1983 [59], they are one of the most prominent approaches in bottom-up fabrication technologies [20]. SAMs represent an optimal test platform and can be described as well-defined and densely packed spacer layer.

The manuscript titled ‘Mechanistic details on the flattening mechanisms of supported platinum nanoparticles on gold and thiol-terminated self-assembled monolayers’ is presented in this section. A detailed molecular-level understanding on the stability of supported platinum NPs on a bare gold and thiol-precovered gold substrate is demonstrated. Unprotected platinum NPs are synthesized by the polyol approach. First the size distribution is investigated by means of transmission electron microscope (TEM). The activity of the supported particles on a bare and SAM covered gold support is measured using cyclic voltammetry. It is observed that the ECSA decrease in each cycle and thus, the particles have to undergo a flattening process. In the case of platinum on gold, two rate constants could be determined. To distinguish this mechanism in more detail, the particles are imaged by STM at ambient conditions. Here, a flattening of the particles on the bare gold support is observed resulting in an overlayer which is monoatomic in height. The same effect is also observed on the thiol-covered gold support. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations are performed to validate the results.
Mechanistic Details on the Flattening Mechanism of Supported Platinum Nanoparticles on Gold and Thiol-Terminated Self-Assembled Monolayers
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ABSTRACT

The recent spotlight on supported nanoparticles has attracted attention in the field of fuel cell technology. Supported nanoparticles can be used as model catalysts to gain a fundamental understanding of the electrocatalytic properties at the interface. Here, especially the preparation of unprotected nanoparticles in alkaline ethylene glycol is a powerful approach allowing for the synthesis of stable particles with a narrow size distribution in the subnanometer regime. In this article, platinum nanoparticles are investigated on a bare and on a dodecanethiol covered Au(111) surface. Scanning tunneling microscopy is combined with electrochemical methods in order to study the degradation mechanism of the particles. A loss in the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of supported particles on Au(111) is found during potential cycling and could be attributed to a two-step degradation mechanism of the particles. A single rate is obtained for the change in ECSA for particles on a SAM covered gold support. To validate the underlying degradation processes, a kinetic Monte Carlo model was developed.
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INTRODUCTION

Platinum is one of the most important materials in proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEM-FCs) due its remarkable electrocatalytic activity.\(^1\)\(^2\) For catalyzing the important hydrogen oxidation and evolution reactions (HOR/HER), only small amounts of platinum are required.\(^1\)\(^2\) In operation a loss of active surface area is observed, it can be related to a change in the morphology of the nanoparticles\(^3\) undergoing different degradation mechanisms.\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\) Thus, during the last years, several attempts have been made to characterize and study the influence of particle size,\(^7\)\(^8\) dissolution,\(^9\)\(^10\) stability\(^11\)\(^12\) and supporting layer\(^13\)\(^14\) on their catalytic performance. Since the electrocatalytic processes take place at the surface of the particles, the activity depends strongly on their specific surface area. Hence, there is a great interest in studying the underlying processes at the nanoscale which occur at the metal-support interface. Unprotected nanoparticles (NP) are readily prepared via the polyol approach and bear the potential for the preparation of particles in the nanometer regime.\(^15\)\(^16\) Here, the particles are stabilized by a weakly adsorbed ethylene glycol (EG) sub-layer rather than by strongly binding agents like thiols\(^16\) that would block the reactive sites. With this preparation approach, particles with a narrow size-distribution can be synthesized.\(^17\) This initial size-distribution is prevailing for the understanding of degradation mechanisms during operation in fuel cells since the performance can be linked to the structure and composition of the catalyst material.\(^12\) Using these unprotected particles, detailed investigations e.g. support or coverage effects as well as particle-support interactions at the interface can be made in a systematic manner.\(^15\)\(^18\) Besides the nanoparticles itself, a suitable support with a well-defined and extended surface is mandatory. Since the support plays a crucial role, an accurate reference support system is required which is electrochemically inactive over the potential range of interest.\(^13\) In the past, Au single-crystals which exhibit the aforementioned criteria, have been employed to study ultra-low coverages (\(10^{-5} - 10^{-4}\) ML) of Pt\(^19\) and Pd\(^20\) ad-atoms in the context of enhancing HOR/HER. It is observed, that the ad-atoms incorporate into the gold lattice. Thus, they represent additional active sites for the reactant, dissolved molecular hydrogen for HOR/HER. Further, it was reported that an increased step\(^21\) and defect\(^22\) density on Au surfaces increased the catalytic activity of supported Pt catalysts. In addition, gold supports bear the potential for surface modifications. Here, the modification of the simple Au support by organic layers has gained much interest. By using a self-assembled monolayer (SAM), the properties of the nanoparticles and the support can be decoupled enabling a detailed investigation of the interface. In this context, alkanethiols are mainly used on gold supports\(^23\) forming a well-packed, densely and ordered overlayer.\(^24\) They can be employed to minimize the
adhesion between the particle and the substrate, and thus are excellent model systems. While it is known that nanoparticles made of Cu, Ag and Au penetrate through an alkanethiol SAM, the involved mechanistic details e.g. single particle penetration, particle decay or rearrangement of the single atom particles after penetration are poorly understood. Further, the differences of the penetration mechanism between wet-chemically synthesized and UHV clusters are still unknown. In this article, PtNP are synthesized by the polyol approach and analyzed by scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). When supported on a bare gold single crystal, a change in the active particle surface area (ECSA) is observed by cyclic voltammetry (CV). Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is used to investigate the underlying processes in more detail. A two-step degradation mechanism of the PtNP on the bare gold support is observed. Further, to decouple the particle properties from the support, two strategies are presented: a SAM on a gold support and ligand-functionalized nanoparticles supported on a gold substrate. In contrast to the bare gold surface, detailed STM studies reveal particle penetration through the SAM followed by a reordering of single Pt atoms on the support. Ligand-functionalized particles show a stable behavior in STM measurements however, they are inactive towards electrochemical reactions. The presented experimental results are confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**SAM preparation.** 1-Dodecanethiol (≥ 98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as received. For the thiol self-assembly, a freshly flame-annealed single crystal (Au(111), MaTeck GmbH) was immersed in a 0.1 mM isopropanol solution of 1-dodecanethiol for 12 h at room temperature. Afterwards, the sample was rinsed in ethanol and dried in an argon stream. For the aromatic SAM, the gold single crystal was immersed in a 1 mM solution of thiophenol (≥99%, Sigma-Aldrich) in isopropanol for 12 h or respectively in a 2 µM solution of biphenylthiol (97%, Sigma-Aldrich) in DMF (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 days.

**Nanoparticle synthesis.** For the platinum nanoparticle synthesis the procedure repeated by Kunz et al. was used: 0.25 g chloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in 25 mL ethylene glycol (EG, >99%, Alfa Aesar). Afterwards, 25 mL of a 0.5 M NaOH solution in EG was added and stirred under reflux at 150 °C until the solution was homogenized. After 5 min the formation of nanoparticles occurred which is indicated by a change in color of the solution from yellow to black. For a complete reduction of the Pt precursor, the solution was kept at 150 °C for 2h, followed by a cooling to ambient temperatures. 50 mL of 1 M HCl were added to this solution to precipitate the particles. This mixture was twice centrifuged, decanted
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and washed with 1 M HCl in an ultrasonic bath prior to redispersion in 30 mL cyclohexanone or ethylene glycol. For the functionalization of the platinum nanoparticles, a 12 mmol solution of the thiol molecules in 50 mL toluene was added to the EG solution of the nanoparticles and stirred. After a complete phase transfer, the phases were separated and the platinum containing phase was washed three times with 20 mL water. To precipitate the particles in the organic phase, the toluene solution was concentrated to ca. 3 mL followed by adding 50 mL of ethanol. The precipitated mixture was centrifuged, washed three times with ethanol/water (ration 2:1) and dried.

Prior to deposition on the support, the quality of the particles was verified using IR spectroscopy (for the unprotected particles, SI1). For sample preparation, a diluted solution containing the nanoparticles was sonicated for 10 min and drop-casted (5 µL) on the TEM grid (2 nm carbon support on 300 mesh copper grids – Surface Services) and the respective gold surface. Afterwards, the sample was dried in an argon stream.

**STM measurements.** STM measurements were performed in a home-built Besocke beetle type STM described in detail elsewhere. The scanning tips were prepared by mechanically cutting a Pt/Ir wire (80:20, Goodfellow, UK). All images were taken in constant current mode and are shown without further processing except flattening to remove the tilting effect of the substrate plane. The respective tunneling current and bias are given in the text. Electrochemical measurements. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed in a three-electrode glass cell in the hanging meniscus rotating disk configuration (HMRD) with an Au(111) single crystal (MaTeck GmbH) as working electrode. A reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) was employed as reference electrode, a Pt mesh as counter electrode. The applied potentials were measured with two different potentiostats (PGStat20, Metrohm Autolab, Netherlands and a Potentiostat ECI-200, Nordic Electrochemistry, Denmark). The measurements were performed in degassed 0.1 M perchloric acid (70%, Merck Millipore, USA). After the electrolyte was saturated, cyclic voltammograms were at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. For the HOR/HER, the electrolyte was saturated with pure hydrogen and polarization curves were recorded between -0.3 V and 0.6 V vs. RHE at a scan rate of 10 mV/s and a rotation of 1600 rpm. The mass loading was calculated according to the STEM image (Fig. 1) with a 5.3% Pt coverage and an average diameter of 2.3 nm. The mass of 1 platinum nanoparticle was estimated and correlated to the surface coverage, yielding a final mass loading of the particles on the surface of 0.8 mg.

**Monte Carlo Simulation.** Kinetic simulations are performed by a modified version of our previous studies based on the work by Xiao and Ming. A simple \( s^2 = 100 \times 100 \) grid is used to
mimic the flattening process of supported PtNP. Energies and temperatures are reported in units of room temperature ($kT_0$). Platinum clusters with a six atom edge length are randomly placed on the grid with a surface coverage of 5%. $s^2 \exp(-E_{a,\text{diff}}(T)/T)$ atoms are allowed to diffuse per time step $\Delta t$ and interact on the surface with a diffusion activation energy of $E_{a,\text{diff}}(T)$. Single steps to neighboring sites are allowed however the particle must occupy the lowest unoccupied site. The energy of an atom is the sum of the interaction between neighboring atoms ($E_{pp}$) and the surface ($E_{ps}$): $E(T) = nE_{pp} + mE_{ps}$ with $n$ ranging from 1 to 6 possible neighbors and $m$ from 0 to 1. The Metropolis algorithm is applied to decide whether an atom diffuses during each time step. If the energy is reduced by diffusion $E(t + \Delta t) < E(t)$, the atom is moved. In the case that diffusion would cause a particle to occupy a higher energy site, Boltzmann sampling is used to determine whether the particle is moved or not.$^{34}$ Snapshots of the diffusion are taken at different diffusion times to observe the flattening behavior over time. To incorporate the SAM used in the experimental work, the diffusion barrier is increased from $E_{a,\text{diff}} = 0$ to $E_{a,\text{diff}} = 3$. According to our experimental results, we assume that the SAM causes a change in the diffusion barrier rather than in the process itself.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Nanoparticle Characterization.** The polyol approach allows to prepare stable and well-defined particles without the need of stabilizing agents.$^{16}$ Recent findings from Schrader et al.$^{15}$ showed that unprotected particles are covered by CO as weakly bond adsorbates to stabilize the particles. This CO originates from the synthesis process and can be attributed to (decomposed) EG.$^{15}$ Hence, prior to the experiments the quality of the unprotected PtNP is controlled by IR spectroscopy (SI1). A characteristic absorption band at ca. 1720 cm$^{-1}$ is seen and can be attributed to the C=O vibrations of carboxyl groups from (decomposed) EG.$^{15}$ The particles are analyzed using (high-angle annular dark field – scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF-STEM). A representative micrograph is shown in Fig. 1a yielding a sub-monolayer coverage of PtNP on the support with a total surface coverage of 5.37%. According to this micrograph, the particles are well dispersed on the surface without agglomeration in solution or ripening on the support. The statistical evaluation of the observed particle areas is fitted by a Gaussian showing a narrow size distribution of the particles with an average circular diameter of $2.3 \pm 0.3$ nm (Fig. 1b). This diameter can be converted into an electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) using the following equation 1.$^1$
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\[ \text{ECSA}_{\text{TEM}} = \frac{6}{\rho_{\text{Pt}} \cdot d} \]  \hspace{1cm} (26)

Where \( \rho_{\text{Pt}} \) is the density \((21.45 \text{ g/cm}^3)\) and \( d \) the average Pt diameter \((2.3 \text{ nm})\). From this, the ECSA is calculated as \( \text{ECSA}_{\text{TEM}} = 110 \text{ m}^2/\text{g}_{\text{metal}} \).

**Self-assembled monolayers on Au(111).** Dodecanethiol (DDT) SAMs are used in addition to a bare gold support. SAMs bear the potential to modify the gold surface and engineer the interface properties as e.g. adhesion or wettability.\(^{35}\) By using a densely packed layer of alkanethiols, a spacer layer perpendicular to the surface plane is formed. In electrochemical experiments, this layer decreases faradaic currents and hence, decouples the properties from the particles and the support. A representative STM image of DDT on gold is imaged under ambient conditions (compare SI2). Au vacancy islands can be seen as dark depressions which are characteristic features of the thiol adsorption process.\(^{24,36}\) A close-up of the image reveals a \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30\) packing structure of the SAM,\(^{24}\) where the sulphur atoms are bound to the threefold hollow sites of the Au(111) crystal.\(^{35}\) In addition, electrochemical measurements show a highly stable behavior up to high oxidation potentials (SI3.1). Besides DDT SAMs, aromatic substituted thiol molecules, biphenylthiol (BPT) and thiophenol (TP), are tested as potential support. However, the electrochemical stability (SI3.2-3) and quality of the SAMs (SI4) are inferior to those observed for alkanethiol SAMs.\(^{37}\) Hence, for further investigations, DDT SAMs are used.

**Cyclic voltammetry experiments.** For electrochemical measurements, PtNP are coated on a bare as well as on a DDT covered Au(111) surface (by using the same amount of particles as used for the STEM experiments). CV measurements are performed in degassed 0.1 M HClO\(_4\) electrolyte to investigate the stability of the PtNP (Fig. 2). A high scan rate of 100 mV/s is used to enhance the pseudo-capacitive surface processes. The CVs show three different regions: 1) a hydrogen under-potential deposition (H-UPD) \((0.05 - 0.35 \text{ V})\), 2) a double-layer \((0.35 - 0.8 \text{ V})\), and 3) an oxide region \((>0.8 \text{ V})\). The stability cycles of PtNP on Au(111) are shown in Fig. 2a. A decrease in the H-UPD region as well as for the oxide peak formation is observed with increasing cycle number. The characteristic features of the CV are comparable to a polycrystalline Pt electrode (Fig. SI5).

A CV of PtNP on DDT on gold is presented in Fig. 2b. Here, a slight increase in current is observed in both regimes, the H-UPD and oxide formation. The sample containing PtNP on DDT is cycled to higher potentials \((1.1 \text{ V instead of } 1.0 \text{ V})\). At this point, the features of the H-UPD become visible at slightly higher oxidation potentials. The same effect of the H-UPD...
region is also observed for even smaller particles ($\approx 1.0 \pm 0.2$ nm) on the bare as well as on the DDT covered surface (SI6).

In order to determine the roughness factor $r_f$ and ECSA of both sample, the charges related to the hydrogen ad- and desorption are used. These charges reflect the number of electrochemically accessible surface sites. These protons are adsorbed and reduced in a one-electron process (eq. 2):

$$Pt + H^+ + e^- \rightleftharpoons Pt - H$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

By integrating over the anodic scans of the H-UPD region and normalizing the data to the geometrical surface area (by taking into account the charge density of hydrogen at planar platinum surfaces $\rho = 210 \text{ } \mu C/cm^2$), $r_f$ and ECSA can be calculated. For the calculation, the Pt mass-loading is estimated to 0.8 mg (according to the TEM image in Fig. 1a, also see experimental section). By plotting $r_f$ vs. the cycle number, the time evolution of $r_f$ for PtNP on gold (black squares) and on SAM (orange triangles) is shown in Fig. 2c. For PtNP on the bare gold support two regimes can be distinguished: i) fast decrease rate of $r_f$ of roughly $-0.0002$ 1/cycle for cycle 1 - 40, and ii) a slower rate of $-0.00005$ 1/cycle for cycle 40 – 100. In comparison, for PtNP on DDT, a single rate of $r_f$ can be estimated to $0.00001$ 1/cycle. In addition to the $r_f$, the ECSA$_{H-UPD}$ of both samples (PtNP/Au and PtNP/SAM) is calculated according to the 1st cycle in the CVs to $30 \text{ m}^2/g_{\text{metal}}$ and $10 \text{ m}^2/g_{\text{metal}}$, respectively. As compared to the ECSA determined via TEM, only 30% for the PtNP/Au and 10% for the PtNP/SAM sample is obtained from the 1st scan of the H-UPD region. In order to get more insights into the underlying mechanistic details at the interface which can be related to the loss in ECSA, STM measurements are performed.

**Scanning tunneling microscopy measurements.** PtNP are deposited in a first step on a bare gold surface and imaged under ambient conditions. A STM image of PtNP on Au(111) directly after deposition is shown in Fig. 3a. Individual particles with heights of 1.0 $\pm$ 0.2 nm are seen on the gold support. In addition, 2-dimensional (2D) patches which are randomly orientated on the surface are observed with heights up to 0.3 nm $\pm$ 0.1 nm. Two subsequent images are taken after 3 and 6 min and are presented in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. It can be seen, that the particle height decreases until it reaches a value of approximately 0.3 nm $\pm$ 0.1 nm. The respective line profiles of a), b) and c) are indicated in the images and are shown in Fig. 3d. It is observed that the intact particles undergo a flattening process resulting in a Pt over layer that is monoatomic in height. According to this time series, the flattening process starts immediately
when the particles are in direct contact with the gold surface.

Fig. 4 shows large-scale STM images of PtNP deposited on DDT/Au(111). Single particles are stable on top of DDT with heights of $0.4 \pm 0.1$ nm and $0.8 \pm 0.1$ nm. The corresponding line profile is shown in Fig. 4c. In addition, 2D patches which are randomly oriented on the surface are observed with a height of $0.25 \pm 0.03$ nm (line profile in Fig. 4d). These 2D patches seem to be mobile on the surface (SI7). According to these images, the surface roughness decreased over time from 2.5 Å to 1.2 Å and 0.6 Å for 0, 20 and 40 min, respectively. Another interesting observation is presented in Fig. 4b. Here, intact particles are observed especially at step edges which are sunken into the DDT SAM. The corresponding line profile is shown in Fig. 4e.

In order to compare the stability and activity of PtNP on DDT with ligand-functionalized particles, DDT is used to functionalize the PtNP and is deposited on a bare gold support. A representative STM image is presented in Fig. 5a. Here it can be seen, that the particles are stable on the surface without ripening or degradation. A corresponding height distribution is presented in Fig. 5b. It is observed that the distribution is broader in comparison to the unprotected particles (Fig. 1a), yielding an average diameter of $0.9 \pm 0.4$ nm. Further, the reactivity of these supported ligand-capped PtNP is measured in CV experiments (SI8). The particles are stable on the surface to electrochemical potentials of 1.0 V suggesting a strong bond between the thiol ligands and the platinum. However, although the particles reveal a good stability, the accessibility is limited due to the ligands.

**Monte Carlo simulation.** Kinetic simulations are carried out to compare the flattening process of PtNP on the bare as well as on the DDT/gold surface. Here, a pre-existing gold film is used$^{32}$ and small platinum clusters with a six atom edge length (corresponding to a diameter of approximately 2 nm) are randomly placed on the grid with a surface coverage of 5%. The snapshots are taken at several time steps of the diffusion process and are shown in Fig. 6. For the kinetic modeling including the DDT SAM, a higher diffusion barrier is taken to mimic the junction.

The simulation of PtNP on Au(111) is shown in the upper row of Fig. 6. Here, it can be seen that the flattening process starts immediately when the PtNP are in direct contact to the gold surface. After the first snapshot, the initial height of the particles is reduced to 50% while the area covering the surface is increased. In the third image, the final height of approx. 1/6 of the initial height is reached. In the subsequent snapshots, it is observed that the patches grow into larger ones while the height and surface coverage is kept at a constant value. A similar simulation was made for the PtNP on DDT/Au(111) by assuming a higher diffusion barrier (Fig. 6, bottom
row). Here, it is observed that the overall flattening rate is reduced however, the same final results are obtained. The SAM acts only as a barrier which has to be overcome by the particles.

**DISCUSSION**

It was shown that a loss in ECSA and $r_f$ was obtained for PtNP on the bare gold surface with potential cycling (>100 cycles). For PtNP on DDT/Au(111), a loss in the initial ECSA was observed, whereas potential cycling (>100 cycles) showed an increase in $r_f$. From CV experiments, the underlying processes which are responsible for the decrease in the ECSA as well as the opposite trend in the time evolution of $r_f$ on both surfaces, cannot unambiguously be determined. In order get more insights in the prevailing processes at the interface, STM and Monte Carlo experiments were performed. STM time series of the processes at the respective substrate taken at the nanometer scale revealed further mechanistic details which can be linked to the loss in ECSA. This results are confirmed by kinetic simulations. The combined approach allows to get a more detailed picture of the morphology change of PtNP on Au and DDT/Au interfaces.

**PtNP on Au(111)**. For PtNP on Au(111), the presented CV above can be summarized as follows: i) initial decrease of the ECSA, followed by ii) two different decay rates of $r_f$ during potential cycling. Here, the first decay rate of $r_f$ (cycle 1 - 40) is 4-times faster than the second rate (cycle 40 – 100). Subsequent STM images revealed a decrease in particle height, when deposited on Au(111). By subsequent scanning the same area, a further flattening of the particles is observed resulting in 2D patch formation of Pt on Au that are monoatomic in height.

The main question arises: what are the driving forces of the flattening process of the particles on Au? And how can the two different decay rates of $r_f$ be explained. For comparing our results, we first focus on the fundamentals which occur during the 2D island growth of Pt overlayers on Au. Pt nanoisland formation on Au is mainly studied by electrodeposition from solutions containing $\text{H}_2\text{PtCl}_6$.\textsuperscript{13, 22, 39, 40, 41} Ostermayr \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{22} reported a preferred Pt deposition (0.15 ML) nearly exclusively on step and defect sites on defect-rich Au(111). Wolfschmidt \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{41} observed, that defects on Au terraces can act as nucleation center for the Pt growth (0.1 ML). On Au(111) surfaces, such defects as e.g. holes are created due to the lifting of the (111) reconstruction.\textsuperscript{41} For higher concentrations of Pt (>1 ML), a layer-by-layer growth is postulated.\textsuperscript{39, 42} Uoaski \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{39} proposed an adlayer packing structure of $\text{PtCl}_6^-$ on Au(111) which is similar to the Pt(111) structure. The results imply, that there is a high affinity of Pt to Au with a stronger Pt-Au interaction than the Pt-Pt interaction. Thus, the flattening process can be attributed to this strong interaction of Pt and Au which results in 2D structures at the surface. However it does not
give any explanations of the loss in ECSA and the two regimes with different decay rates of $r_f$. If there would be only a flattening of the particles, the particle volume would stay constant. This would even results in more active sites since the bulk Pt atoms would become accessible during the flattening process. Hence, there must be an underlying process which cannot unambiguously seen in CVs or STM (since an atomically resolved structure was not obtained).

Pedersen et al.\textsuperscript{42} proposed a mechanism, in which alloying occurred for the first 0.03 ML of Pt into the topmost layer of gold and displacing single Au atoms out of the layer. By further increasing the Pt concentration (0.2 ML), a mixed overlayer of Au and Pt is obtained. They concluded, that this mixed island growth is thermodynamically stable due to the energetic advantage of Pt being capped by Au. Hence Pt atoms are exchanged directly at the interface with Au atoms from the top layer. If Pt concentrations of $>0.2$ ML are used, a layer of Pt orders on top of this layer. These findings may explain the loss in ECSA and the first decay rate of $r_f$; after the flattening of the particles, alloying occurs at the Au interface. Since the decay rate of $r_f$ in the second regime (cycle 40 – 100) is 4-times smaller than the rate in the first regime (cycle 1 – 40), a much slower process must take place. For Pt clusters on a graphite surface, it was observed that for 10 - 30 atoms of Pt, a diffusion coefficient of $5.0 \times 10^{-11} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}^2$ can be estimated.\textsuperscript{43} However, a much lower diffusion coefficient is expected for Pt on Au due to the higher interaction of Pt and Au (in comparison to Pt on carbon) and the mismatch of the respective lattice parameters (Pt 2.78 Å, Au 2.88 Å and HOPG 2.46 Å).\textsuperscript{42, 44} It was shown by Deltour et al.,\textsuperscript{45} that if the mismatch is small, as in the case for Pt and Au, the Pt clusters are locked in a specific place by the substrate. One explanation which may correlate with our results is, that after the initial flattening of the particles, the single Pt atoms diffuse to the specific adsorption sites of the Au substrate, forming a monolayer. Hence, a slower decrease rate of $r_f$ is observed in our CV experiments. Evidence for a monolayer of Pt on Au could be obtained by measuring the specific electroactivity for Pt for the HER/HOR. A two order of magnitude enhancement for small coverages of Pt on Au(111) in comparison to a bare platinum surface is found.\textsuperscript{41} This enhancement can be explained by the d-band coupling model of Nørskov where the surface reactivity is given by a shift of the surface d-states with respect to the Fermi level.\textsuperscript{42, 46, 47} This shift changes the electronic properties of the overlayer.\textsuperscript{48} Thus we carefully checked the HOR/HER activities of our proposed monolayer of Pt on Au. Here, an enhancement for HOR as well as HER can be observed in comparison to a bare Pt crystal (Fig. 7).

With this evidence, we conclude that after a flattening of the particles, followed by a reorientation of the Pt atoms on the gold surface, our final stage is composed out of a 2D Pt nanoisland
structure that is monoatomic in height.

**PtNP on DDT/Au(111).** For PtNP on DDT/Au(111) the presented CV above can be summarized to i) an initial loss in ECSA, followed by ii) a slight increase in the time evolution of \( r_f \) the during potential cycling (cycles 1 – 100) with a single rate. In this system, the included mechanistic details are much more complex than on the bare gold surface. Hence, we address our first attention to the underlying processes including the penetration of particles through the SAM. According to our STM results, some of the PtNP are stable on top of DDT however, 2D patches that are monoatomic in height are observed. The main question is: what is the mechanism for the decay of the particles on DDT forming these 2D patches? In general, two possible explanations can be given to answer this question. 2D patches can form either to i) an intact particle penetration, followed by a rearrangement of the particle atoms forming a monolayer or ii) a particle decay through the SAM layer. The first possible explanation can be supported by findings of Costelle *et al.*\(^{49}\) suggesting an Au particle penetration through the SAM as a whole particle. For the latter possibility, an atom-by-atom decay was proposed for Ag and Cu clusters on SAMs.\(^{28}\) Here, the formation of transient defects or nucleation sites in the SAM\(^{26}\) locally enhance the penetration of the deposited clusters. Duffe *et al.*\(^{25}\) reported a similar decay through the SAM for Ag particles on \( C_{60} \) layers. They concluded, that the attractive forces of the metal can lower the barrier which is necessary to extract mono- or multimer from a cluster. By comparing our results to the above mentioned two particle penetration mechanisms, we have a strong evidence that in the case for PtNP on DDT, the first explanation is more plausible; the particles penetrate through the SAM as a whole particle followed by a reordering of the single Pt atoms on the surface. Our assumption is based on our STM results, especially the ones taken at gold step edges. Here, it can be seen, that the particles sink into the SAM while retaining their shape. In comparison to the bare gold surface, where it seems that gold step edges can act as nucleation centers for Pt nanoisland formation, these active sites are blocked by the SAM. Further, in our experiments 2D patch formation is only observed on larger gold terraces. From these findings we conclude, that the likeliest process of Pt 2D patch formation consist of an intact particle penetration on extended gold terraces. This process could be enabled by transient defects on the SAM.

According to our kinetic simulations, we confirmed that the general process of the particle flattening followed by a reorientation of the single atoms is the same for a bare Au and DDT/Au surface. Thus, we assume that the underlying process as we proposed for PtNP on Au also applies for our DDT/Au surface. However, for the DDT/Au interface, the SAM acts as a barrier.
and slows down the flattening as well as the reorientation process of the single Pt atoms. If this would be the only process, a decreasing rate of $r_f$ would be expected. Instead, a slight increase of $r_f$ is observed in CV experiments. Here, according to STM measurements, some PtNP are stable on top of DDT. One possible explanation for the increase in $r_f$ includes a cleaning of the particle surface by cycling. During cycling, Pt oxide forms in the anodic scan at an onset of 0.8 V, whereas in the cathodic scan, it is reduced to Pt, obtaining a clean surface. According to our results, the cleaning of the top particles must be the predominant process seen in the CV, superimposing the flattening and reorientation process of the particles.

Conclusive, the results for PtNP/Au(111) and PtNP/DDT can be summarized by the following equations (3) and (4), respectively:

\[
\frac{\partial r_f}{\partial t} = \begin{cases} 
  x_n = -0.0002 & \forall 1 \leq n \leq 40, \quad n \in N \\
  y_n = -0.00005 & \forall 40 \leq n \leq 100, \quad n \in N
\end{cases} \tag{28}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial r_f}{\partial t} = \begin{cases} 
  z_n = 0.00001 & \forall 1 \leq n \leq 100, \quad n \in N
\end{cases} \tag{29}
\]

Whereas a two-step degradation mechanism is observed for PtNP on Au(111), a single step mechanism is obtained for PtNP on DDT. We have a strong evidence, that this single rate is composed out of three competing processes: flattening, reorientation of the penetrating particles and cleaning of the top PtNP. Since the processes are slowed down by the SAM, the two regimes, as it can be seen on the bare gold surface, cannot unambiguously be determined by CV experiments. Further, we believe that the electric field of the STM enhances the flattening process, however is not the driving force for this process.

**CONCLUSION**

Unprotected PtNP bear the potential to be used as model catalyst. In this article, new insights into the degradation mechanism of PtNP on gold and DDT covered gold surfaces are presented. A two-step flattening mechanism was observed in electrochemical experiments and confirmed by experiments and kinetic simulations. Additionally, PtNP supported on DDT-covered gold surfaces showed 2D patch formations on the gold support. A further approach allows to prepare ligand-capped PtNP. Although the measured electrochemical activity was far beyond those of PtNP, supported ligand-stabilized particles could open the way towards stable and reactive particles. By tuning the ligand coverage, the ratio of stability vs. activity can be maximized.
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Figure 1 High-angle annular dark field representative scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF-STEM) micrograph (100 x 100 nm$^2$) of platinum nanoparticles on a carbon support (a) and statistical evaluation of the observed particle area (b). The particle area is fitted by a Gaussian fit (green line) showing a maximum at a particle area of 4.1 nm$^2$, corresponding to an average circular diameter of 2.3 nm.
Figure 2 CV measurements and corresponding calculations of the roughness factor. a) CV of PtNP on Au(111), b) CV of PtNP on a dodecanethiol SAM on Au(111), c) calculated roughness factors of PtNP on Au(111) (black squares) and SAM/Au(111) (orange triangles). All CV measurements are performed in 0.1 M HClO4 in degassed electrolyte (Ar) with a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The decrease of the active area was calculated by integrating over the hydrogen regime between 0.05 V and 0.3 V.
Figure 3 STM images of supported PtNP on a gold single crystal taken immediately (a) and after 3 min (c) and 6 min (c). Scale bars in all images: 30 nm, Scanning parameters: $I_t = 15$ pA, $U_t = 900$ mV. Corresponding line profiles are shown in (d). The profiles are taken at the marked line in the images. (black (a), dashed (b) and dotted (c)).
Figure 4 STM images of PtNP on a dodecanethiol self-assembled monolayer on Au(111). a) STM image taken at an extended area (a) and a gold step edge (b). The corresponding line profiles of a) are shown in c), d), respectively. The line profile of b) is shown in e). Scale bars in STM images: 20 nm. Scanning parameters: $I_t = 10$ pA, $U_t = 800$ mV.
Figure 5 STM image of functionalized dodecanethiol PtNP on a gold surface (a). Scale bar: 100 nm. Scanning parameters: $I_t = 15$ pA, $U_t = 950$ mV. The corresponding apparent height distribution of the particles is shown in b).
Figure 6 Monte Carlo simulations for PtNP on a bare (top row) as well as on a SAM covered surface (bottom row).
Figure 7 Tafel plot of the HER/HOR for Pt(pc) (black) and for PtNP on Au(111) (blue) in 0.1 M HClO₄ at 10 mV/s and 1600 rpm. The kinetic current densities are plotted per Pt area assuming steady state conditions for the PtNP (after approximately 100 potential cycles to 1.0 V in Ar and by using a $r_f$ of 0.06 for the calculations).
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1. IR spectrum of unprotected platinum nanoparticle

![IR spectrum](image)

**Figure S1** Transmission IR spectrum of unprotected PtNP dried on KBr from dispersion in cyclohexanone. The spectrum is background corrected.

2. STM image of 1-dodecanethiol SAM on gold

![STM image](image)

**Figure S2** Representative STM images of a 1-dodecanethiol SAM on Au(111) at ambient conditions. Left: large scale image; right: close-up showing the (√3x√3)R30 packing structure of the SAM. Scanning conditions: \( I_t = 10 \text{ pA}, U_t = 800 \text{ mV} \).
3. CV measurements of alkane and aromatic thiols on Au(111)

![Figure S3](image)

**Figure S3** Representative CVs of a dodecanethiol (DDT, I), biphenylthiol (BPT, II) and thio-phenol (TP, II) SAM on Au(111). The bare gold CV is shown in the left top CV. CVs are measured in degassed 0.1 M perchloric acid with a RHE as reference electrode and a scan speed of 50 mV/s (I) and 100 mV/s (II, III).
4. STM measurements of aromatic thiols on Au(111)

![STM images of BPT (left) and TP (right) on Au(111). Scanning conditions for both images: $I_t = 12$ pA, $U_t = 700$ mV.]

**Figure S4** Representative STM images of BPT (left) and TP (right) on Au(111). Scanning conditions for both images: $I_t = 12$ pA, $U_t = 700$ mV.

5. CV of a polycrystalline platinum disk

![Graph of CV for platinum disk in degassed 0.1 M perchloric acid with a RHE as reference electrode and a scan speed of 100 mV/s.]

**Figure S5** Representative CV of a platinum disk in degassed 0.1 M perchloric acid with a RHE as reference electrode and a scan speed of 100 mV/s.
6. Additional CV data of Pt clusters on Au(111) and SAM/Au(111)

**Figure S6** CV measurements of unselected platinum clusters (Pt$_{n>35}$) on a gold support (left) and DDT (right). The surface coverage of the Pt clusters is estimated to 7.25\% according to the cluster current of 0.049 e/nm$^2$. The cluster preparation under UHV conditions is described in detail elsewhere. CVs are measured in degassed 0.1 M perchloric acid with a RHE as reference electrode and a scan speed of 100 mV/s.

7. Time series of PtNP on SAM/Au(111)

**Figure S7** Representative STM images of PtNP on 1-dodecanethiol SAM on Au(111). The images are taken in time steps of 10 min at the same position. The corresponding line profiles of a) (black line), c) (blue line) and e) (green line) are shown on the right graph. Scanning parameters: $I_t = 10$ pA, $U_t = 800$ mV.
8. CV of ligand-capped PtNP on Au(111)

Figure S8 Representative CV of DDT functionalized PtNP on Au(111). The CV is measured in degassed 0.1 M perchloric acid with a RHE as reference electrode and a scan speed of 100 mV/s.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, the flattening process of platinum NP on a bare gold and thiol-covered support was investigated. It was demonstrated, that platinum NP could not be stabilized on top of a thiol monolayer. A two-step degradation mechanism was found for NP on a gold surface and confirmed by STM experiments. In addition, NP on SAMs showed a more stable behavior in CV measurements however, penetration and patch formation was observed. By functionalizing the particles with thiols, an enhanced stability on the gold surface was found whereas the electrochemical activity was reduced. Kinetic simulations supported the proposed hypothesis of a two-step degradation mechanisms and revealed that the SAM acts as an additional barrier for the particles.

The presented results showed the potential of functionalized particles on electrochemical inactive substrates towards HOR/HER. By specifically tailoring the ligand concentrations on the NP, the stability can be maintained while increasing the accessibility of the reactants.
Plasmonic Activation of 1 nm Platinum Clusters for Photocatalysis

SMA-STM combines the high spatial resolution of the STM with the high energy resolution inherent in optical spectroscopy [82]. The modulation of the light intensity and dedicated lock-in detection of the tunneling current allows to detect the influence of optical absorption on the tunneling current. This technique can be used to study light-induced effects e.g. photovoltaic effects in semiconductors [137], resonant excitation of surface plasmons (SP) [138] as well as information on the tip-sample system itself [82, 139]. By employing a plasmonically active surface such as Au or Ag [82, 88], SP can be excited via a prism in the Kretschmann configuration [83]. Especially thin gold films (< 15 nm) bear the potential to be used in SMA-STM studies since they are semi-transparent while exhibiting atomically flat island structures [140].

The manuscript titled ‘Plasmonic activation of 1 nm platinum clusters for photocatalysis’ is presented in this section. Unselected platinum clusters are deposited on a thin gold support. First, the morphology and absorption properties of the thin gold film are examined using UV-vis spectroscopy. AFM images reveal the structure of the thin gold film exhibiting small nanoislands as well as nanoholes which lead to the characteristic extinction spectrum of the film. Since the platinum clusters have a small cross section, no direct absorption is expected in the visible range. The support and clusters are imaged in SMA-STM under chopped laser light. The rectified plasmon signal can be observed on the Au support as well as on the clusters. The coupling of SP lead to a lowering of the potential barrier for tunneling electrons and thus, an enhanced absorption signal of the Pt clusters. To prove this enhanced photoexcitation, methylene blue (MB) is coated on the bare and platinum supported Au surfaces. The oxidative decomposition of MB is induced by illuminating the samples with a 520 nm LED followed by monitoring the decrease in the peak maximum using UV-vis spectroscopy.

The SMA-STM experiments were performed by Sarah Wieghold together with Lea Nienhaus at the Beckman Institute at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, IL, USA. Both authors contributed equally to this work.
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ABSTRACT

Nanometer-sized metal clusters have the potential to function as prime candidates for photocatalysis based on their tunable unique optical and electronic properties, combined with large surface-to-volume ratio. Due to the very small optical cross sections of such nanoclusters, support-mediated plasmonic activation is most efficient. Our semi-transparent gold film, optimized to work in a back-illumination geometry, has a surface plasmon resonance excitable with 532 nm light. Ptn clusters (size distribution peaked at n=46 atoms), deposited on this film, are imaged with optically-assisted scanning tunneling microscopy with nanometer resolution to resolve the resulting localized plasmonic excitation of the Pt clusters. Plasmonic excitation and electron transfer enhance the light-induced tunneling current on the clusters relative to their gold support. Finally, we make the connection with improved catalytic activity. We compare the performance of the pristine gold film with that of Pt clusters supported on the gold film, for the oxidative decomposition of a methylene blue film. The Pt cluster catalytic activity under illumination exceeds the gold surface baseline activity by more than an order of magnitude per active area.
INTRODUCTION

Plasmonic photocatalysis is a promising approach to enhance photocatalytic activity of non-absorbing catalysts with visible light. A visible absorber is combined with a catalytically active material to facilitate electron transfer and thus redox reactions. In the canonical approach, a catalytic large-gap semiconductor that does not absorb visible light, such as mesoporous TiO$_2$, is combined with a photostable visible absorber, such as plasmonic gold nanoparticles.$^1$ Several non-canonical schemes for plasmonic photocatalysis have been developed. For example, platinum clusters have been deposited onto CdS rods to catalyze hydrogen evolution, Pt$_{46}$ being most efficient. In that case, a metal nanoparticle acts as the catalyst, and the semiconductor as the photosensitizer, reversing the roles from the conventional approach.$^2$ The disadvantage is that semiconductor particles are not as stable under long-term light exposure as the metal ones. This problem can be avoided by making absorber and catalyst one and the same metal: e.g. silver nanocubes have been used as both plasmonic and catalytic substrate to drive the ethane epoxidation reaction.$^3$ However, in that case plasmon resonance and catalytic ability cannot be tuned independently. Here we expand the flexibility of these alternative approaches by using a quantum junction between two different metals for plasmonic photocatalysis. Thus, the catalytic metal and the plasmonic metal can be tuned independently to achieve large surface-to-volume ratio of the catalyst, optimal absorption by the photosensitizer, and optimal electron and energy transfer between the two. In our experiments, the photocatalytic ability of small Pt clusters (size distribution peaked at n=46, diameter 1 ± 0.2 nm) is enabled by their interaction with a visible light-absorbing plasmonic gold film. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry (not to scale) by which plasmonic excitation is transferred from the semi-transparent gold film into a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of the Pt clusters. We illuminate the gold film from the back by 532 nm light, so that we can carry out STM studies during illumination. We perform two measurements to link this LSPR of Pt clusters on a gold surface with enhanced photocatalysis. First, we use single molecule optical absorption spectroscopy detected by scanning tunneling microscopy (SMA-STM)$^4$ to image with nanometer spatial resolution the localized electron density change induced by the LSPR in the Pt clusters. Next, we demonstrate enhanced catalysis of oxidative methylene blue (MB) decomposition by the Pt clusters under visible illumination as a test reaction.$^5$ Several very general properties of metal nanoparticles and of plasmonic metal surface make our approach feasible.$^6$ First of all, it has been shown that small semiconductor$^7, 8$ and metal nanoparticles$^9, 10$ can support LSPR: the increased carrier density in nanoparticles in comparison to bigger particles offsets the smaller number of electrons in the plasmon, sustai-
ing a collective excitation. For metal nanoparticles, two size effects compete: decreasing size increases the catalytically active surface-to-volume ratio, but also shifts the LSPR towards the UV,\textsuperscript{11,12} so direct visible excitation cannot occur. However, the work functions of the Au film ($\approx 5.3$ eV\textsuperscript{13}) and of Pt nanocrystals (tunable from $\approx 5.9$ eV\textsuperscript{14} in the bulk towards lower values for small particles\textsuperscript{15}) are similar, facilitating charge transfer from Au to Pt, and thus increasing the electron density to support LSPR (Figure 1). A good compromise size can be found for many metal combinations. For example, d to s,p interband transitions in our Pt clusters, excited by plasmon leakage from the gold surface, lead to damped LSPR, but our $\approx 1$ nm cluster diameter still allows the Au SPR to couple to the entire Pt nanocrystal.\textsuperscript{11} Such coupling is enhanced when the two metals are in $<1$ nm contact, where electron tunneling becomes possible and even a conductive regime is entered.\textsuperscript{16,17}

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Absorption by bare gold surfaces.** Figure S1a shows the extinction spectra of gold layers of different thicknesses. The 2 nm gold film shows a nearly constant background signal due to reflectivity. The extinction increases and the line shape develops a minimum around 500 nm with increasing gold thickness. These absorption spectrum characteristics can be explained by the morphology of the film. The plasmon frequency strongly depends on the nanostructure of the surface, as shown by several groups for metal films with nanoholes:\textsuperscript{18} size-specific surface plasmon polaritons lead to extinction maxima ($<400$ nm in our case), while localized resonances in nanoholes lead to extinction minima (500 nm in our case).\textsuperscript{19,20} The 10 nm gold film shown in Figure S1b and Figure 2a exhibits a pronounced morphology of large, flat and interconnected islands on the length scale of 100 – 200 nm with well-defined boundaries. Morphology and absorption spectra are similar to that observed by Doron-Mor \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{21} who note that their spectra as well as morphology change strongly after annealing to 200 °C due to an island coarsening that leads to increased absorption around 520 nm, the typical plasmon frequency of Au nanoparticles. We therefore carefully checked that morphology and absorption of our films did not change upon annealing to 120 °C, the temperature we applied for degassing our samples (see Figure S2).

**No direct absorption by gold-supported Pt clusters.** Next, we deposited Pt$_{n>35}$ clusters (size distribution peaked at n=46 atoms, $\approx 1$ nm, see STEM micrograph Figure S3) on top of the 10 nm thin plasmonically active gold film to study the coupling behavior at the metal-metal junction under light illumination and UHV conditions. To rule out significant direct Pt
Appendix B

absorption, UV-VIS spectra of the cluster-assembled samples were recorded beforehand (Figure S4). No change in the wavelength dependence could be observed, as expected for the low Pt cluster coverages used and for the low Pt cluster cross section in the range of 400 – 800 nm, as characterized theoretically and experimentally by hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) spectroscopy by Johnson et al.\textsuperscript{22} and down to 38 nm cluster diameter by Langhammer et al.\textsuperscript{11} The local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) will blue-shift to the UV region for our even smaller particle sizes, as shown by Zorić et al.,\textsuperscript{12} so we exclude direct excitation upon the 520 - 532 nm illumination described in the following.

**Strong plasmonic activation of Pt detected by SMA-STM.** SMA-STM detects the modulation of the tunneling current caused by the change in local electron density (LDOS).\textsuperscript{23} We excited the gold surface with an amplitude-modulated laser operating at 532 nm, where gold surface plasmons get excited, but small Pt clusters do not absorb directly. Identical quality topography images of Pt clusters on gold could be obtained with and without laser excitation (Figure 2a and 2b).

The different work functions of Pt and Au, important to assist charge injection into Pt clusters for LSPR formation, have a detectable effect on the STM images. The observed average cluster height is 0.87 ± 0.06 nm with the laser off (Figure 2c). This value decreases by 0.3 nm, well outside measurement uncertainty, when the modulated laser illumination is switched on, while the cluster shapes are perfectly retained (compare Figures 2a and 2b). The observation can be explained based on the Pt and Au work functions. We measure at increased distance upon illumination, so the attenuation length $z_0$ of the tunneling current $I \sim \exp(z/z_0)$ over Au vs. Pt plays an important role. The different work functions determine $z_0$: over Pt with its higher work function, the tunneling current decays more rapidly than over Au and an apparently lower cluster height results upon illumination. The gold film topography, on the contrary, is imaged in exactly the same way with and without illumination. In particular, step edges (Figure S5) do not change height and we do not observe any distortions that might be induced by local plasmonic fields.

The SMA-STM signal, induced by the indirect plasmonic excitation of Pt clusters at positive sample bias, consists of a ca. 0.1 pA additional modulation of the tunneling current through clusters relative to the gold surface, in phase with the laser modulation. Figure 3a shows the topography scan, co-localized with the SMA-STM signal in Figure 3b (darker = higher current when light is on). The tunneling current modulation can be explained by DC rectification of the plasmon electric field – either directly excited in the gold SPR, or indirectly but strongly cou-
pled into the LSPR of the clusters. When characterizing the I(V) dependence under illumination (Figure 3c), we observe indeed a strong signature of this plasmon rectification.\textsuperscript{24, 25} The characteristic symmetry of the metallic-like I(V) curve of the bare Au film around 0 V bias (Figure 3d) is broken. The illuminated tunneling junction acts like a diode, with a low-conducting plateau at negative sample bias that extends to -500 mV, indicating the plasmon rectification voltage that counteracts small negative sample bias (where the current would flow from sample to tip). A similar plateau is observed on the supported Pt clusters, although slightly less extended than on the bare gold surface.

With the laser on, we observe that the tunneling current increases on the clusters (Figures 3b and 4a, black=positive current modulation). This is in contrast to observations of semiconducting PbS quantum dots deposited on similar Au films, where the tunneling current decreases upon illumination due to direct photoexcitation of band gap transitions.\textsuperscript{26} The net increase of tunneling current observed on Pt clusters is similar in magnitude to the net decrease observed for direct photoexcitation of a semiconductor quantum dot.\textsuperscript{26} The tunneling current increase has at least two plausible explanations: 1) a higher LDOS of the Pt clusters under illumination opening up further channels into which tip electrons can tunnel; 2) an LSPR-induced reduced tunneling barrier (theoretically predicted by Tagliacozzo et al.\textsuperscript{27}), which depends on the local work function of clusters and gold support.

We also studied the bias dependence of the SMA-STM signal on the gold support alone and with Pt clusters. The gold support presents a smooth current modulation of ca. 0.025 pA, independent of the bias. The SMA-STM signal shows a bias dependence with a peak at 1.0 V (Figure 4). An energy shift of 1 eV is consistent with resonantly enhanced excitation of Pt charge carriers from the d- to the s,p-band of Pt in presence of the tip electric field, supporting the activation of a LSPR within the clusters. A 1 eV energy boost for tunneling electrons originating from the gold surface plasmon would close the gap between the visible absorption maximum of the gold surface plasmon (500 nm), and the near-UV absorption maximum for the d-s,p transitions in small Pt clusters (350 nm).\textsuperscript{11}

**Enhanced catalytic activity under illumination.** Plasmon modes can be coupled into gold surfaces by a Kretschmann geometry excitation, asperities (gold surface trenches and step edges, as well as Pt nanoparticles), but also by a nearby STM tip. All three are present in our SMA-STM geometry (Figure 1). As observed by Berndt et al.,\textsuperscript{28} plasmon modes are strongly influenced by the tip field. Therefore, we investigated whether the observed Pt cluster LSPR detected by SMA-STM is a tip-specific phenomenon, or whether plasmonic activation also occurs
in the absence of the tip, leading to a measurable catalytic effect.

In order to address this question, we measured the catalytic activity for the oxidative decomposition of methylene blue (MB), as shown in Figure 5. The bare and the cluster-covered Au films were covered with MB by immersing the supports for 2 h into an ethanolic MB solution and drying them thereafter. By comparison to a calibration line (extinction at 657 nm, Figure S6), final surface concentration equivalents of 3.3 µM and 6.1 µM resulted for the Au film with and without Pt clusters. Conversion into relative coverages yields approximately 2 ML and 4 ML, respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 5, films with or without Pt clusters show no oxidative activity in the absence of illumination over a period of 5 minutes. When illuminating the films with increasing photon doses of 520 nm LED light in air, and subsequently measuring the extinction spectra, we observe some catalytic activity already on the bare, nanostructured Au film. This catalytic activity is doubled at equal light intensity on the cluster-covered film, from ca. 1.1 µM/min (gold only) and 2.0 µM/min (gold with Pt clusters). Taking into account the cluster coverage (7% of surface area measured by STEM, Figure S3), and fitting first order rate kinetics to the data, we obtain \( k_{\text{Au}} = 0.09 \text{ min}^{-1} \) for the gold film only, \( k_{\text{Pt-Au}} = 0.19 \text{ min}^{-1} \) for 7% Pt cluster coverage on gold film, and \( k_{\text{Pt}} = 1.38 \text{ min}^{-1} \) for Pt clusters at the same surface area as the gold film. Thus the Pt clusters are catalytically over an order of magnitude more active than the gold film alone.

The MB decomposition in air has been proposed to be an oxidative process. Why might such a process be catalytically enhanced by SPR on gold, or LSPR on Pt clusters? We can tentatively assign this effect to a facilitation of the \( \text{O}_2 \) dissociation. As shown in detail by Christopher et al., plasmon photoexcitation of Ag nanoparticles leads to a strong photo enhancement in the ethene epoxidation or in the MB decomposition. In the case of the ethene epoxidation, the \( \text{O}_2 \) dissociation has been shown to be rate-limiting and the mechanism could be related to the population of \( \text{O}_2 \) antibonding orbitals by plasmon excitation. This population leads to the formation of a transient negative-ion state that leads to dissociation via vibrational excitation. Thus, also here the photo enhancement of the MB decomposition by the \( \text{Pt}_{n>35} \) cluster/plasmonic Au might be explained by enhanced oxygen dissociation. On the \( \text{Pt}_{n>35} \) clusters, however, this excitation is indirect and the population of \( \text{O}_2 \) antibonding orbitals has to occur via the clusters.

**CONCLUSION**

In this work we have investigated the indirect excitation of Pt clusters, supported on plasmonic
Au films, for catalytic applications. We have directly observed enhanced electron density and tunneling through Pt clusters on the gold support illuminated with light of 532 nm, even though the clusters cannot strongly absorb visible light. The gold support however can, forming a surface plasmon. At positive sample biases, the gold SPR increases the overall tunneling current by an additional electron flow from tip to sample, and this contribution is enhanced by the excitation of LSPR on the clusters, as imaged with local resolution by SMA-STM. We propose a mechanism whereby electron migration from Au to Pt, due to the different work functions, is enhanced by surface plasmon excitation of the gold substrate, leading to a d-s,p excitation-based LSPR in the Pt clusters. We could also show that the illuminated gold films already possess some catalytic ability for oxidation of MB, but the activity is over an order of magnitude larger for Pt clusters on a per-area basis.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Thin film preparation. Au films of up to 10 nm thickness were used as a semi-transparent substrate to allow for excitation with the 532 nm laser (Figure S1a). They are supported on a 5 nm Pt film on a c-plane sapphire support, and are fabricated by electron beam deposition. Under the conditions used in this study, Pt and Au do not alloy and no Pt XPS signal is observed for the Au film of 10 nm thickness. Unlike the continuous Au films used in previous SMA-STM studies, the films showed discrete ≈200 nm islands allowing for plasmon confinement (Figure S1b).

Pt cluster deposition. Pt clusters were deposited on the 10 nm Au films, as well as on TEM grids (2 nm carbon support on 300 mesh copper grids – Surface Services, Germany). A high frequency laser ablation cluster source connected to a transfer chamber was used as reported previously. Briefly, the beam of a Nd:YAG laser (100 Hz, 70 mJ at 532 nm – DPSS Spitlight, Innolas, Germany) is focused onto a rotating (1 Hz) Pt target, creating a plasma that is cooled by a helium gas pulse and subsequent adiabatic expansion through a nozzle into vacuum. After a quadrupole bender stage, the cluster cation beam is mass-separated by a QMS (ABB, Extrel Merlin, U.S.A. – mass limit 16000 amu) operated as a high-pass mass filter (RF-only mode). With this arrangement, only clusters of n>35 atoms, whose size distribution has a maximum at n=46, could pass the filter. The cluster beam is focused onto the substrate, assuring soft-landing conditions (deposition energies lower than 1 eV per atom. Recording the discharge current on the support during deposition, and assuming unity charge per cluster, the average coverage of the deposited clusters is determined to 0.049 e/nm². STM overview images after transfer through air
reveal that the clusters are randomly distributed and show neither agglomeration at step edges nor visible ripening effects (Figure 2a). Statistical analysis of larger areas (100 x 100 nm²) by STEM supports the observation of stable clusters and further reveals the cluster sizes to be in the expected size range (Figure S3).

**STM sample preparation.** For better conductivity between the cluster-covered thin metal film and the sample holder clamps, thick silver contacts were applied to the two sides of the sample, using colloidal silver paint (TedPella Inc., U.S.A.). The paint is allowed to cure for 1 hour in air, before a 3 mm fused silica right angle prism (Thorlabs) is attached to the sample backside using a UHV compatible epoxy glue (302-3M, Epotek). After further curing for 24 hours, the sample is degassed at 120 °C in UHV for 12 hours prior to imaging. Mechanically cut platinum-iridium (80:20) tips were used for STM imaging. All tips underwent a high temperature resistive degassing for 12 hours prior to imaging.

**SMA-STM setup.** The STM measurements were performed in a home-built UHV STM setup similar to the one reported previously. All STM images were taken at a tunneling current of 5 pA and a variable sample bias. The SMA-STM experiments apply the backside illumination technique in Kretschmann configuration (Figure 1). A 3 mm fused silica prism couples the laser light into the sapphire substrate, allowing for total internal reflection at the sample front, which causes an evanescent wave that decays over the tip-sample junction and that excites the surface plasmons within the gold film. The 532 nm diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser (10 mW) is focused down to a spot size of about 80 µm², resulting in an excitation power of ≈1.2 W/mm² at the sample, with p-polarization. p-Polarization allows for the perpendicular and longitudinal components of the electric field vector in the surface plasmon polariton at the gold surface to be probed. To allow for detection by a lock-in amplifier, the laser is amplitude-modulated at 2.2 kHz by a mechanical chopper wheel. The SMA-STM measurements are performed with vertical tip feedback that is slower than the modulation frequency. The modulated tunneling current is thus little influenced by mechanical feedback oscillations, although the mean tunneling distance changes when the chopped illumination is switched on due to an increasing overall tunneling current. We simultaneously collect the average tunneling current (topography) and the in-phase modulated current detected by the lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830) at a phase shift of 86 ± 5° with respect to the laser modulation.

**Photocatalytic reactivity measurements.** For the photocatalytic measurements, the oxidative decomposition of methylene blue (MB, Sigma-Aldrich) was tracked by UV-VIS measurements that were carried out in a Specord40 spectral photometer (Analytik Jena, Germany). The
spectra were recorded with a step size of 0.5 nm averaging 0.2 s per point. MB is dissolved in ethanol with a concentration of 0.65 mM. The UV-VIS extinction signal were calibrated with a dilution series starting from this parent solution (Figure S6). The thin films were covered by immersion into the MB solution for 2 h, followed by rinsing in ethanol; the samples were then dried in an argon stream and fixed in a sample holder with an illumination diameter of 2 mm. Between each extinction measurement, the samples were illuminated by a green LED of wavelength 520 ± 10 nm and intensity 13 µW/mm² (9600 mCd, 30°, Nichia, Japan) for 60 s. The decomposition was measured by recording the extinction maximum of MB at 657 nm.
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Figure 1 (Experimental schematic) Visible light is coupled through a prism and sapphire substrate onto the surface of the semi-transparent Au film by total internal reflection. A surface plasmon polariton and surface plasmon (SPR) is induced in the Au film by the visible light (left) and interacts with the ≈1 nm diameter Pt cluster (center). A LSPR is driven by excitation of d electrons in Pt. The change in local electron density caused by LSPR is detected by the STM tunneling current dependent on the tip bias applied (double arrows). Due to a slightly higher work function of the Pt clusters, their electron density can be enhanced by charging from the gold surface.
Figure 2 STM topography image of the Pt clusters taken (a) without (b) and with 532 nm illumination. When switching on the modulated illumination, we first observe a bias-independent tunneling current increase that leads to a net retraction of the tip. This effect is due to changes in tip photoconductivity and slight tip heating, and soon reaches a steady state. (c) In addition, the apparent cluster height drops by approximately 0.3 nm. The corresponding height distributions are based on at least 40 counted clusters. Scanning parameters: $I_t = 5$ pA, $V_t = 1$ V. Gold step edges do not change apparent height (Figure S5).
Figure 3 (a) STM topography image and (b) corresponding in-phase SMA-STM signal for Pt clusters on an Au film under 532 nm illumination. Although clusters cannot directly absorb the visible light, they show a net lock-in signal with respect to the Au surface; color scale from white (0.0 pA) to black (0.1 pA). The green and black cross-hair indicate the position where the STS of panel (c) were taken. Scanning parameters: $I_t = 5$ pA, $V_t = 1$ V. (c) I(V) spectra taken on the pure Au film (black curve) and on a supported Pt cluster (green curve), under illumination at 532 nm, with the feedback switched off. (d) Representative I(V) curve on a bare Au film without laser illumination.
Figure 4 (a) STM topography image (top left) and in-phase SMA-STM signals measured at different sample biases. The average substrate signal has been subtracted and a color scale between white (-0.06 pA) and black (0.06 pA) is used. The tunneling current increases more on the clusters than on the gold support. Image sizes: 7 x 7 nm². (b) Plot of the SMA-STM signals averaged over the cluster in (a) or a similar-size area on the supporting Au film.
Figure 5 Oxidative decomposition of a dried methylene blue (MB) adlayer on a pure Au film (squares) and on a Au film with supported Pt clusters (triangles), in the dark (black) and under 520 nm illumination (green). The decomposition is quantified by the 657 nm MB extinction in the UV-VIS spectrum (calibration in SI Figure S6). Whereas the plasmonically active Au film itself is already capable of inducing the MB decomposition (green squares), this rate is further doubled by the additional 7% Pt cluster coverage (green triangles). The calculated reactivity on the Pt clusters alone, corrected for their small surface areas, is over an order of magnitude higher than the Au film (grey squares). Note that no reaction is observed in the dark on the gold film alone or with Pt clusters (black squares/triangles).
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1. Extinction spectra and AFM image of gold layers of different thicknesses

![Figure S1](image)  
(a) UV-VIS spectra of gold films of different thicknesses supported by a Pt film (5 nm)/sapphire/prism support. The background extinction is due to reflectivity of the substrate-film interface. (b) AFM image of the corresponding 10 nm Au film showing the morphology of large, flat and interconnected islands. XPS showed no contamination of the Au surface by Pt.¹

2. Absorption of bare gold surfaces after annealing to 120° C

![Figure S2](image)  
UV-VIS spectra of a 10 nm Au film with and without annealing in UHV to 120° C, the degassing temperature used for our samples before STM.
3. HAADF-STEM micrograph and statistical evaluation

![Representative high-angle annular dark field - scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF-STEM) micrograph of Pt\(_{n>35}\) clusters highlights the relatively homogenous size distribution (ca. 46±10 atoms) of intact clusters achieved by mass high-pass filtering and soft landing conditions\(^2\), \(^3\) as well as the low (7.25%) surface coverage. The right plot shows the area distribution function along with a log-normal fit, well known for unselected cluster samples.\(^4\)](image)

4. Absorption of gold-supported Pt clusters

![UV-VIS spectra of gold-supported Pt clusters.](image)
5. STM evidence of plasmons on the gold surface

**Figure S5** Step edge profiles of the Au support surface with (green) and without (black) laser illumination. No significant change in the step height is observed, indicating that excitation of surface plasmons on Au has the same electronic effect on both sides of a step, unlike the Pt-Au junction at a nanocluster, where apparent height of the Pt cluster decreases upon illumination.

6. Extinction spectra and calibration line of MB in ethanol

**Figure S6** Left: UV-VIS spectra of MB in ethanol for different concentrations, showing a maximum at 657 nm (dashed line). Right: Calibration line for MB with indication of the fit parameters, based on the extinction value taken at 657 nm (left graph).
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Conclusion

In this chapter, the coupling behavior of gold plasmons into metal clusters was presented providing further insights towards energy conversion systems. Since platinum clusters show a great potential to steer catalytic reactions, their use in light harvesting applications was demonstrated by decorating a plasmonically active thin gold film with unselected platinum clusters. The excitation and coupling was studied using a surface sensitive technique in combination with optical spectroscopy.

The presented results show that small clusters, which do not have an absorption in the visible range can be excited indirectly by plasmons of a gold surface. The excitation is observed in SMA-STM and additionally, in the oxidative decomposition of MB. The results pave the way towards quantum photonic applications since ‘inactive’ metal particles can be excited by plasmon polaritons which enhance photocatalytic reactions in the visible wavelength range. This investigations bear the potential to understand quantum-domain plasmonic sytems towards nanoplasmonic device engineering on the nanoscale. Besides their use in conventional catalytic reactions, our results can impact the field of photoelectrochemistry towards novel anode materials.